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Abstract
Volume holograms are formed by means of interference. When a volume
hologram is recorded in thick photorefractive materials, a photo-induced periodic index
variation ∆n is produced. Due to the nature of volume holograms, it is possible to record
multiple images in a common area. Such technique, so called volume holograms
multiplexing, can be realized by changing different optical parameters, such as incident
angular, wavelength and phase. Currently, several multiplexing techniques, such as
angular multiplexing, wavelength multiplexing, phase-coded multiplexing, or the
combination of them have been developed. In this thesis work, a detailed study of a new
volume hologram multiplexing technique using ferroelectric crystal fiber speckle patterns
as reference beam is presented. By adopting ferroelectric solid crystal as modulation
material, this technique makes a GHz data retrieving process achievable. Meanwhile, the
waveguide form of modulation unit allows a more compact architecture and provides a
basis for the future system integration.
This thesis is planed as follows. In chapter 1, a brief introduction of some
background related to photorefractive effect, volume hologram and multiplexing
techniques will be given. Chapter 2 will give a statement of the thesis objective. A
theoretical analysis about our modulation mechanism will be introduced in chapter 3. The
simulation results and experimental results are presented in chapter 4. In chapter 5, a
theoretical analysis of crosstalk noise is developed and the crosstalk noise-to-signal ratio
of the system with multiple images recorded is estimated based on this analysis. Chapter
6 is devoted to some key optimization elements due to the waveguide-based modulation
mechanism. A polarization multiplexing technique which allows a 30% system capacity
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enhancement under current experiment configuration is also proposed in this chapter. In
chapter 7, a future work plane based on our preliminary work is proposed. Some relevant
research works previously accomplished in our lab are also presented in this chapter.
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Chapter 1
Volume Holograms and Volume Hologram Multiplexing Techniques

1.1 A HISTORICAL REVIEW
Hologram is a complete “picture” the wave front of a light. Both the amplitude
and the phase of the wave front of an objective beam carry image information; such
information is stored in a hologram by writing the interference pattern of the objective
and the reference beams, on the recording medium. It was originally discovered by
Dennis Gabor in 1947 [1]. In the early 1960s, with the development of laser, Emmett
N. Leith and Juris Upatinieks of the United States [2] and Yu. Denisyuk of Russia [3]
independently discovered additional method using laser light to make holograms.
Since then, holographic memory has been explored extensively as a new generation
data storage technology.
In 1966, researchers accidentally found that the laser beams propagating inside
some electro-optic crystals cause a refractive index inhomogeneity, which distorts the
wave front of the transmitted laser beam. Such an effect, initially considered as
“optical damage” [4], was soon identified as photorefractive effect, a phenomenon in
which the refractive index of a medium is changed by the illumination of a light beam
with spatial intensity variation. Ten years later, Kukhtarev et al. derived the
dependence of the change of refractive index on light intensity and material
parameters and described the coupling of beams in thick photorefractive gratings [5].
Since then the photorefractive effect has been observed in many electro-optic crystals
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such

as

BaTiO3,

KNbO3,

LiNbO3,

LiTaO3,

Sr1-xBaxNb2O6

(SBN),

Ba2-xSrxK1-yNayNb5O15 (KNSBN), GaAs, InP, CdTe, Bi12SiO20 (BSO), Bi12GeO20
(BGO) etc and liquid crystals [6,7]. Currently those photorefractive crystals are the
most efficient media for numerous electro-optic and nonlinear optical applications.
With the development of photorefractive materials, volume holography, an
extension of conventional holography, came into play. The only difference between
conventional holography and volume holography is that the later uses different
medium to record hologram gratings. Conventional holography uses thin films as
media to record hologram gratings. Because hologram gratings only exist on the film
surface, such a hologram is also called planar hologram. Gratings of a volume
hologram are recorded in a photorefractive crystal. Those gratings have an expansion
in depth, and thus the acting length is much longer than planar hologram gratings.
This fact makes volume hologram very sensitive to the variation of reference beams
in recording or reading out processes. The maximum diffraction efficiency can be
achieved when the reading out beam is exactly the same as the reference beam used to
write the gratings. Otherwise, any minute difference between the reading out and
original reference beams will make the diffraction efficiency to drop dramatically, that
finally leads to a failure of image reconstruction. This property makes writing
multiple images in a common area of the photorefractive crystal possible. Techniques
realizing multiple images recording and reading are regarded as volume hologram
multiplexing.
Due to the massive data capacities and instantaneous access to data, optical
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holographic multiplexing is considered a primary candidate in numerous applications
such as parallel optical data storage, optical interconnects, optical neural networks,
and template matching. Over the past 30 years, enormous efforts have been directed
to this technology in attempting to improve its performance and explore its potential
in different applications. Currently, several multiplexing techniques, by changing
different optical parameters, such as angular multiplexing, wavelength multiplexing,
phase-coded multiplexing, or the combination of them are developed. These
techniques to some degree realized the storage potential, increased the system
stabilities and reduced the complexities of the system.

In this chapter, a brief background introduction of volume hologram is
provided in the first section and a literature review of current multiplexing techniques
is given in the second section.

1.2 VOLUME HOLOGRAMS AND PLANAR HOLOGRAMS

In the early days of holography, the hologram grating is recorded in thin
photographic films, which results in a planar hologram. Such holograms can be read
out without putting any restrictions on reading beam. In fact, the recorded images can
be successfully replayed by using a reading beam differs from the initial writing beam
in incident angle, even wavelength. It is a totally different situation when a hologram
is recorded in a thick photorefractive crystal. In this case, recorded image only
appears when the reading beam is identical or nearly identical to the writing beam. In
this section, the difference between planner hologram and volume hologram will be
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discussed.

In the simplest configuration of holography experiment, the objective beam and
the reference beam are both plane waves, and the interference pattern is a pure
sinusoidal function of position. The refractive index variation caused by such an
interference pattern is also sinusoidal. A simplest volume hologram can be written as

L
⎧
⎪n0 + n1 cos K ⋅ r, z <
n=⎨
2
⎪⎩n0 ,

(1.2-1)

where n0 is the initial refractive index of the materials, n1 is the amplitude of
refractive index variation, K is the grating wave vector, r is the unit vector and L is
the thickness of the grating. A dimensionless parameter Q is defined to distinguish
the planar hologram and the volume hologram.

Q=

2πλL
n0 Λ2

(1.2-2)

2π
K

(1.2-3)

Where Λ is the grating period

Λ=

For a planar grating, Q < 1 . If Q > 1 , then the grating is a volume grating.

In a planar hologram, the interaction length is small. From equation 1.2-2

n0 Λ2
L<
2πλ

(1.2-4)
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Such a short interaction length results in an uncertainty in K by

∆K =

2π
L

(1.2-5)

When L is extremely small, near zero, the uncertainty in K becomes infinite. Such
an infinite uncertainty leads to the relaxing the Bragg condition. In other words, for a
given hologram grating, the original image can be successfully reconstructed by
multiple reference beams with continuous range of incidence or wavelength. In
volume hologram gratings, the efficient diffraction only occurs when Bragg condition
is satisfied. Bragg condition is expressed as

k' = k + K

(1.2-6)

where k’ is the wave vector of the diffracted beam and k is that of the incident beam.

The Bragg condition results in a unique reading out beam for efficient diffraction.
Any misalignment will reduce the diffraction efficiency and finally results in no
diffraction at all.

The volume hologram does not have more storage capacity than planar hologram.
The longer grating interaction length just provides higher diffraction efficiency as
well as a stringent Bragg condition. The later one is the basis of holography
multiplexing techniques.

1.3 VOLUME GRATINGS FORMATION IN PHOTOREFRACTIVE MATERIALS

Volume hologram gratings can be recorded in various photosensitive materials,
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such as photopolymer, photographic film, or photorefractive crystal. Currently, most
hologram experiments employ iron doped photorefractive crystal LiNbO3 as
recording media. LiNbO3:Fe will be used as an example to illustrate the hologram
grating formation in this section.

Let’s consider the case where the photorefractive crystal is illuminated by two
coherent laser beams. At the joint part of two beams, the electric field can be written as
the sum of beam a and beam b.
E = E a exp(iωt − ik a ⋅ r ) + E b exp(iωt − ik b ⋅ r ) .

(1.3-1)

Where Ea and Eb are the amplitudes, ka and kb are the wave vectors, r is a radial
distance vector.
The intensity distribution of formed interference pattern is given by
I ( r ) = I 0 + Re{I 1e − ik ⋅r } ,

(1.3-2)

I 0 = Ea + Eb ,

2

(1.3-3)

I 1 = 2 Eb∗ ⋅ E a .

(1.3-4)

where
2

and

The grating wave vector is defined as

K = ka − kb .

(1.3-5)

The relationship between the magnitude of the grating wave vector and the period Λ of
the interference pattern is

K =

2π
.
Λ

(1.3-6)

It is well known that to have maximum fringe visibility, the two laser beams should be
6

coherent. We thus assume the polarization directions and the amplitudes of two laser
beams are exactly the same (i.e., Ea = Eb). In this case, I0 = I1 and equation 1.3-2 can be
rewritten as
I = I 0 (1 + cos K ⋅ r ) .

(1.3-7)

It represents a set of interference fringes with sinusoidal distributed intensity. The
darkest area is where K ⋅ r = ( 2n + 1)π and I = 0. The brightest fringes occur where
K ⋅ r = 2nπ and I = 2I0.

The presence of such an interference pattern inside of a holographic material will
result in a stationary space-charge field and finally formation of refractive index
variation via Pockel’s effect. Total five processes contribute to the photorefractive
effect. They are summarized in the following figure.

The photoionization of donor impurities and the
generation of electrons.

Transport of these charge carriers.

Trapping of electrons in dark regions and formation of
space-charge field.

Formation of the stationary space-charge field.

Formation of refractive index variation via Pockel’s
effect.

Fig 1.1: Five processes contributing to the photorefractive effect
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At first, photons are absorbed by donor impurities and electrons are generated
in bright regions. Then these electrons diffuse to the dark regions due to the gradient
of electron density. Once these electrons are captured in dark regions, they will stay
there because there is no light to ionize impurities. As a result, space-charge field is
formed in the photorefractive medium and this field in turn affects the diffusion by
forcing electrons drift in the opposite direction to the diffusion. This process may
repeat several rounds till a stationary space-charge field is achieved. This is the
essential procedure of the photorefractive effect. Finally, such a dynamic
establishment of a stationary space-charge field causes a refractive index variation via
the linear electro-optic effect (Pockel’s effect). The correspondence of light intensity,
electron charge density, space-charge field and refractive index variation is
schematically shown in Fig 1.2. [8]
The space-charge density ρ can be expressed as

ρ ( r ) = ρ 0 cos K ⋅ r .

(1.3-8)

where ρ0 is a material related constant. The space-charge field can be written

E SC (r ) = ρ 0 [K / (ε 0 ⋅ ε r )]sin(K ⋅ r ) .

(1.3-9)

A fact needs to be noticed is that the space-charge field and the refractive index
variation is half π shift along r-axis relative to the interference pattern.
Pockel’s effect is the basis of the formation of the volume gratings in a
photorefractive crystal. An induced space-charge field described in the previous
section changes the refractive index via this effect,
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∆(

1
) = rijk EkSC ,
2 ij
n

(1.3-10)

where rijk is the electro-optic coefficients and E kSC is the tensor component of a
space-charge field in k-direction.

Fig 1.2: Light intensity, electron charge density, space-charge field and index
variation in a photorefractive crystal illuminated by two coherent laser beams.
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The amplitude of photorefractive index variation caused by a space-charge field inside
a LiNbO3:Fe crystal also depends on the orientation of the crystal which has a point
group symmetry of 3m. Its electro-optic coefficients matrix in condensed notation has
the form
⎡ 0
⎢ 0
⎢
⎢ 0
[rlk ] = ⎢
⎢ 0
⎢ r51
⎢
⎣ − r22

− r22
r22
0
r51
0
0

r13 ⎤
r13 ⎥
⎥
r33 ⎥ ,
⎥
0⎥
0⎥
⎥
0⎦

where l=1,⋅⋅⋅6 and
k=1, 2, or 3.

The photorefractive index grating in LiNbO3:Fe is shown in Fig 1.3.

Λ//c

a

Λ//a

b

Fig 1.3: Photorefractive index gratings in LiNbO3:Fe

To take advantages of the typically larger electro-optic coefficient r33, the wave vector
of the two-beam interference fringe wave is usually arranged to be parallel to the
c-axis of the crystal, as shown in Fig 1.3 a. For such a configuration, the space-charge
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field can be rewritten as

E SC

⎡0⎤
= ⎢0⎥ A SC cos( K ⋅ z ) .
⎢ ⎥
⎢⎣1⎥⎦

(1.3-11)

ASC is the amplitude of the space-charge field, and z axis is taken along c-axis of the
crystal. The index variation thus is proportional to the space-charge field amplitude by
r13 and r33. Use equations 1.3-10, 1.3-11 and electro-optic coefficient matrix of
LiNbO3, the volume index grating can thus be written as
⎡ r13
1
∆( 2 ) ij = ⎢ 0
⎢
n
⎢⎣ 0

0
r13
0

0⎤
0 ⎥ A SC cos(K ⋅ z ) .
⎥
r33 ⎥⎦

(1.3-12)

where i,j=1, 2, or 3. We note that there are two independent electro-optic
coefficients involved in equation 1.3-12, which means the effective ∆n varies
according to the polarization direction of the incident light. For a light beam with
polarization along y-axis, the effective ∆n is
⎛1⎞
∆n y = −⎜ ⎟no3 r13 ASC cos(K ⋅ z ) ,
⎝2⎠

(1.3-13)

where no is the ordinary index of refraction when Esc=0. The effective ∆n for the light
with polarization direction along z-axis is
⎛1⎞
∆n z = −⎜ ⎟ne3 r33 ASC cos(K ⋅ z ) ,
⎝2⎠

(1.3-14)

where ne is the extraordinary index of refraction when Esc=0. To form a volume
grating with good visibility detectable by typical detective device, the minimum ∆n
should be larger than 10-8.
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1.4 LIGHT PROPAGATION IN PERIODIC MEDIA, BRAGG LAW.

For a given volume hologram, the original image reconstruction is a process of
reading beam being diffracted by the photorefractive crystal with a periodic refractive
index variation. As mentioned in section 1.2, the image can be reconstructed only
when reading beam is identical or nearly identical to the initial writing beam. Let’s
consider a volume hologram recorded by using a writing beam with incident angle θ.
The recorded image will be reconstructed if the incident angle of the reading beam
equals to θ. The variation of incident angles will result in a decreasing quality of
reconstructed image. If the difference between the incident angle of the reading beam
and the writing beam exceed a certain value, a failure reconstruction will occur. This
can work in the opposite way as well. This feature of volume hologram makes
recording multiple images in a common area possible by controlling incident angles
of a reference beam. In fact, this is the basic principle of the very first multiplexing
technique proposed, i.e. angular-multiplexing in 1972. [9] Since the angular
multiplexing is the most studied technique, it will be used as an example to explain
the volume hologram selectivity in the following two sections. An overview of other
multiplexing techniques will be given in section 1.6.

The refractive index distribution of a hologram formed by two plane waves can
be written as
n (z ) = n0 + n1 p (z ) ,

(1.4-1)
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where n0 is the refractive index of the media without periodic modulation, n1 is the
amplitude of the periodic index variation, or the so-called depth of index modulation,
that is of the order of 10-3 –10-5 in angular multiplexing. p(z) is a periodic function
along z-axis, which is perpendicular to the grating plane. p(z) has the following
properties,
p( z ) = p( z + Λ ) .

(1.4-2)

max{ p (z ) } = 1 .

(1.4-3)

and
Λ

∫ p( z )dz = 0 .
0

(1.4-4)

Where Λ is the periodicity of the interference grating. Now let us consider the
situation shown in Figure 1.4 of a single wavelength plane wave propagating in such
a medium.

Fig 1.4: Scattering of single wavelength plane wave from a periodic medium.
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In Fig 1.4, a grating is represented by lines or planes in 3-D, periodically
distributed in the medium. When light reaches a plane, a small part of light is
reflected. The total diffracted light is a superposing of all these reflected lights. The
phase shift between two adjacent reflected beams is 4πnΛsinθ/λ, where λ is the light
wavelength in vacuum, θ is the angle between the beam and the plane, and n = n0 is
the average of the refractive index of the medium. A constructive diffraction occurs
only when the phase shift equals 2π, which leads to
2Λ sin θ = N (λ / n ) ,

(1.4-5)

where N is an integer. This is known as Bragg law. Equation 1.4-5 can also be
expressed as

2ksinθ = NK,

(1.4-6)

where k is the wave number of the light (k = 2nπ/λ), and K is the wave number of the
grating,

K = 2π/Λ.

(1.4-7)

According to the Bragg law, constructive diffraction occurs only for the light
with certain values of θ. Although the Bragg law is derived in an extremely ideal
situation, in which infinite grating dimension is assumed, the result is valid for the
volume gratings with much larger dimensions compared to the beam size.
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1.5 COUPLED MODE THEORY IN TRANSMISSION GRATINGS

How to achieve successfully an image reconstruction and how the misalignment
will affect the image reconstruction are the two most essential concerns of holograms.
In this section, based on the Bragg law, coupled-mode theory is utilized to answer
those questions. The refractive index of a periodic medium is written
n = n0 + n1 cos K ⋅ z ,

(1.5-1)

where n0 and n1 are constants, K is the grating wave number. Let

and

E1 = A1 exp[i (ωt − k 1 ⋅ r )],

(1.5-2)

E 2 = A2 exp[i (ωt − k 2 ⋅ r )] ,

(1.5-3)

representing the incident and diffracted beams respectively, where A1 and A2 are the
amplitudes of the beams, k1 and k2 are wave vectors, ω is the anglar frequency of the
light and r is a radial vector along the propagation direction. The light field after
incident point can thus be written as
E = E1 + E 2 = A1 exp[i (ωt − k 1 ⋅ r )] + A2 exp[i (ωt − k 2 ⋅ r )] .

(1.5-4)

k 1 = k 2 = n0ω / c .

(1.5-5)

where
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Fig 1.5: Bragg diffraction in transmission gratings

Equation 1.5-4 is a solution to the wave equation without periodic index
modulation. In the presence of the periodic variation in the refractive index, mode
coupling occurs, and the amplitudes A1 and A2 are functions of position. Let x-z plane
be the incident plane formed by k1 and K as shown in Fig 1.5．

To meet the requirement of the conservation of momentum, k2 should also be in
this plane. To simplify the analysis, the grating is assumed infinite along z-axis, so
that the amplitude A1 and A2 are only the functions of x. Equation 1.5-4 thus can be
rewritten by eliminating the y-components
E = A1 ( x ) exp[i (ωt − α1 x − β1 z )] + A2 ( x ) exp[i (ωt − α 2 x − β 2 z )] ,

(1.5-6)

where α and β are the wave vectors in x and z directions, respectively

.
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α1 =

2π

λ

β1 =

n0 cos θ1

2π

λ

α2 =

n0 sin θ1

β2 =

2π

λ

n0 cos θ 2

2π

λ

n0 sin θ 2

(1.5-7)

β 2 = β1 ± K
where θ1 and θ2 are the incidence angle and diffraction angle respectively.

According to equation 1.5-7, the relation between the incidence angle and the
diffraction angle can be found as,

sin θ 2 = sin θ1 ±

λ
n0 Λ

.

(1.5-8)

By putting equation 1.5-6 into a wave equation
⎛ 2 ω2 2 ⎞
⎜⎜ ∇ + 2 n ⎟⎟ E = 0 ,
c
⎝
⎠

(1.5-9)

we can get the following equation
⎛ d2
⎞
d
⎜⎜ 2 − 2iα j
− α 2j ⎟⎟ A j ( x ) exp[i (ωt − α j x − β j z )]
∑
dx
j =1, 2⎝ dx
⎠

=−

ω2
c

2

(n

2
0

+ n12 cos 2 Kz + 2n0 n1 cos Kz ) ∑ A j ( x ) exp[i (ωt − α j x − β j z )] .

In equation 1.5-10,

(1.5-10)

j =1, 2

∑α

j =1, 2

2
j

=

ω2
c

2

n02 , the second order term n12 cos 2 Kz can be

neglected because it is of the order of 10-4 smaller compared with n0n1, and the
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second derivatives

d 2 A j (x )
dx 2

can also be neglected for the same reason. After

removing the common factor exp(iωt), equation 1.5-10 becomes

∑ 2iα

j =1, 2

= −2

j

ω2
c2

d
A j ( x ) exp[i (− α j x − β j z )]
dx

n0 n1 cos Kz ∑ A j ( x ) exp[i (− α j x − β j z )].

(1.5-11)

j =1, 2

By complex conjugate operation and summation over z for j=1 and j=2 the following
coupled equations can be obtained:
dA1
= −iκ 12 A2 e −i∆αx ,
dx

dA2
= −iκ 21 A1e i∆αx ,
dx

(1.5-12)

where

κ 12 =

πn1

κ 21 =

λ cos θ1

∆α = α 2 − α1 =

2π

λ

πn1
λ cos θ 2

n0 (cos θ 2 − cos θ1 ) .

(1.5-13)

In the coupled equations 1.5-12, ∆α represents a phase mismatch. This phase
mismatch affects the coupling of energy between the beams.
In the case of cosθ2 = cosθ1, ∆α =0, phase matching occurs. Referring to Fig 1.4,
incidence beam and diffraction beam propagate in different directions so that θ1 ≠ θ 2 .
Thus phase matching requires θ1 = −θ 2 . Use equation 1.5-8 θ1 can be determined
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⎛ λ ⎞
⎟⎟ .
⎝ 2n0 Λ ⎠

θ1 = −θ 2 = ± sin −1 ⎜⎜

(1.5-14)

This angle is called Bragg angle and is often written
⎛ λ ⎞
⎟⎟ .
⎝ 2n0 Λ ⎠

θ B = sin −1 ⎜⎜

(1.5-15)

For the beams with such an incidence angle, coupled equations 2.3-12 become
dA1
= −iκA2 ,
dx

dA2
= −iκ A1 ,
dx

(1.5-16)

where

κ=

πn1
.
λ cos θ B

(1.5-17)

In the ideal case if incidence beam reaches the grating at x=0, the solution to equation
1.5-16 are
A1 ( x ) = A1 (0 ) cos κx

A2 ( x ) = −iA1 (0 ) cos κx .

(1.5-18)

The amplitudes of incidence beam and diffracted beam are sinusoidal functions of the
propagation angle κx, while the two beams are out of phase. The total energy satisfies
the following equation,
A1 ( x ) + A2 ( x ) = A1 (0) .
2

2

2

(1.5-19)
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Fig 1.6: The intensity of transmitted beam |A1|2 and diffracted beam |A2|2 vs κx.

The fraction of the power of the incidence beam transferred to the diffraction
beam in a distance L is defined as the diffraction efficiency.

η=

I diffracted
I incidence

=

A2 (L )
A1 (0)

2

2

= sin 2 κL .

(1.5-20)

The normalized variation of powers of the incidence beam and the diffracted
beam as functions of propagation angle κx, when phase matching occurs, is shown in
Fig 1.6

1.6 OVERVIEW OF HOLOGRAPHIC MULTIPLEXING TECHNIQUES

In previous sections, the principle of angular multiplexing technique was used as
an example to explain the modulation mechanism behind the volume hologram
multiplexing technique. Since 1973, the first angular multiplexing technique was
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actually applied to the volume hologram system, volume holographic multiplexing
has attracted a great deal of attention.

Several multiplexing methods have been

proposed and studied. The known techniques can be classified into two groups.
The first group, such as angular and wavelength multiplexing [10,11,12,13], realizes
multiplexing by changing the optical parameters of a reference beam. By addressing
each image with a unique reference beam multiple images can be recorded in the
same volume of media. The second group records multiple images by moving or
rotating the recording media. The representative technique of this group is shift
multiplexing [14]. The following review draws attention to multiplexing techniques
that are free from moving or rotating recording medias, with specific emphasis on
methods related to reference beam modulation.

1.6.1 ANGULAR MULTIPLEXING

The scheme of angular multiplexing is shown in Fig 1.7.

Fig 1.7: Angular multiplexing arrangement.
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Fig 1.87: Angular multiplexing, in-plane (a) and out-of-plane (b).
The reference beam is a plane wave. The modulation parameter is the angle of
incidence of the reference beams. The incidence angle is changed on the plane
formed by reference and signal beams or on the plane which is normal to the plane
defined by the signal beam and its projection on the media surface [15,16,17]. The
reconstruction of an individual image with minimum cross talk from the other images
of the volume hologram gratings, is dictated by satisfaction of Bragg condition.
Although physical principle of angular multiplexing is very simple, this technique has
several disadvantages compared to the other methods. Firstly, the optical setup is
very complicated involving mechanical moving parts. Secondly, the modulation range
is limited by the physical dimension of the optical components.

Thirdly, the

signal-to-noise ratio is low compared to other techniques to be addressed in later
sections. Currently, this method is usually combined with other methods to achieve
desired capacity instead of being used as an independent technique.
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1.6.2 WAVELENGTH MULTIPLEXING

Wavelength multiplexing uses plane wave as reference beam. Images are
recorded using reference beam with different wavelengths. This method has some
advantages over angular multiplexing. It is easier to implement and has better SNR.
The limitation of this method comes from its light source requirement. To date,
wavelength tuning can be accomplished over a range of only 20 nm, and a fast
tunable laser in visible wavelength range is not yet available. On the other hand, the
most recently reported minimum required wavelength difference between adjacent
images is more than 2nm [13].

Those facts make the adoption of wavelength

multiplexing technique recording high density images impossible.

Fig 1.9: Wavelength multiplexing
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1.6.3 PHASE-CODED MULTIPLEXING

Phase-coded multiplexing uses plane wave modulated by a binary phase spatial
light modulator (SLM as reference beam [18].

A set of reference beams with

orthogonal codes are generated by adopting Walsh-Hadamard encoding algorithm and
assigned to each individual image. The total number of orthogonal codes depends
on the number of cells in the working area of SLM. To make a full use of reference
beam, the SLM must be big enough to cover entire beam.

This makes a compact

system unachievable.

A derivative of binary phase-coded multiplexing is random phase-coded
multiplexing.

The reference beam is modulated by a transparent mask with

thickness randomly distributed. Recently, a lot of efforts have been directed to this
method [19,20,21,22,23]. However, the previous approaches have been limited to
the speckles generated by a random mask or by a bunch of multi-mode optic fibers,
and decorrelated speckle patterns were obtained exclusively by displacing the random
mask.

Although conceptually simple, those techniques are difficult to implement

because the displacement of the mask must be accurately controlled and remains
repeatable throughout long-time uses. The moving parts involved make recording
systems bulky and slow. The latter has been a limiting factor when high readout
speed is required.
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Fig 1.10: phase-coded multiplexing

1.6.4 COMBINATIONS OF MULTIPLEXING TECHNIQUES

To achieve higher capacity, pairs of methods are combined, e.g. angular
multiplexing in and out of plane [24], angular and wavelength multiplexing [25],
angular and random phase-coded multiplexing [26]. The combination of reference
beam modulation and spatial multiplexing belongs to the second group also has been
proposed, such as angular and peristrophic multiplexing [27] and angular and shift
multiplexing [28,29]. By integrating two or more known techniques together systems
with higher storage density and lower noise level can be achieved. But
implementation of the system becomes more complicated and because of the
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involvement of moving parts, the reading speed is low. The review of current
multiplexing techniques is summarized in table 1.1
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Multiplexing
Arrangement

Capacity (image)

Angular

500 (Largest number has been
reported)

Wavelength

Phase-coded

Limited by laser source

High, depends on the total cell
number

High, several hundreds to thousands,
Speckle-based
depends on the mask size
Combinations
of Known

Signal-to-Noise Ratio Reading Speed

Comments
Conceptually simple

Low

~ kHz
Difficult to implement

High

50 Hz (Fastest
speed has been
reported)

Medium

kHz ~ MHz
(using new
ferroelectric
LC)

Easy to implement
Fast, wide range, high wavelength accuracy tunable laser in visible
range is not available (20nm)
Simple system configuration
No mobile parts involved
Bulky
Moving parts involved

High

~ kHz range
Difficult to implement
Moving parts involved

High storage capacity

High

~ kHz range
Difficult to implement

Table 1.1: Comparison of current multiplexing techniques.
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Chapter 2
Statement of Thesis Objectives

The principle of multiplexing-based holographic storage techniques has been
introduced in chapter 1. We are now in a position to set forth the criteria for evaluating
different multiplexing techniques. Since multiplicity in the reference beam is intimately
linked to the performance measures of a holographic storage system, it has been the most
prominent factor in comparing different multiplexing schemes. Techniques capable of
producing a large number of mutually orthogonal reference waves have been most
desirable.

In addition, with the advent of novel EO crystals, large electro-optical

coefficients and high modulation frequency become more readily available. Competitive
multiplexing techniques must provide themselves a clear evolution path to harness such
technological advancement in the material domain. Finally, the implementation issues,
such as compactness, ruggedness, and environmental stability have to be taken into
consideration to pave the way for real world applications.
In this research project, a phase multiplexing holographic storage technique,
advantageous in all three aforementioned aspects, has been proposed and studied. In this
technique, speckle patterns formed in the far field of a multimode crystal fiber are
exploited as the references for image recording and subsequently for image retrieving.
Great multiplicity is achieved through electro-optical modulation, which introduces
different phase delays among the guided modes and in turn produces a large number of
decorrelated speckle patterns. As will be shown shortly in Chapter 4, this will enable a
largely improved storage capacity. With a typical LiNbO3 crystal, decorrelated speckle
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patterns can be obtained as the applied electric field varies by 8kV/cm. The electrooptical phase modulation typically operates at a frequency up to a few GHz. This offers
significant speed advantage over most of the existing techniques operating at a few KHz.
Since no moving parts are required in electro-optical modulation, other limitations
inherent to many multiplexing-based techniques, such as poor reliability, lack of
compactness and ruggedness, and vulnerability to environmental changes, are effectively
removed. Although these are seemingly implementation related issues, their importance
should not be underestimated. In particular, high image read-out speed has opened up
new possibilities for searching large image databases and fast pattern recognition. On the
other hand, compactness potentially allows for multiple storage elements built into a
single system.

More complex operations, such as image addition, can therefore be

performed in real time. All of these will make practical many demanding applications
which are otherwise beyond the reach of the existing techniques.
The main objectives of this research project are listed below,
1)

Develop the basic theoretical understanding of the proposed phase multiplexing
holographic storage technique that governs system design and optimization;

2)

Numerically study the key figures of merit such as storage capacity and
crosstalk and their dependence on various material and system parameters;

3)

Develop an experimental setup to carry out the feasibility study and to verify
the findings in the above analytical and numerical study; and

4)

Identify the areas for future improvement and propose potential applications.
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Chapter 3
Principles and Construction of Proposed Multiplexing Technique

In this chapter, we propose a new speckle based multiplexing recording
technique.

Theoretically, this technique can generate thousands of decorrelated

reference beams at given practical constraints. Its storage capacity can be scaled up
as material properties are improved, making itself well adapted to new material
development.
The rest of this chapter will be organized as follows.

First, an introduction to

the operating principles and the experiment set-up will be given in the section 3.1.

A

theoretical analysis of the speckles generated by ferroelectrics multi-mode single
crystal fibers and their statistical properties will be provided in section 3.2.

3.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE EXPERIMENTS
3.1.1 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The experimental setup of the speckle multiplexing system is shown in Figure
3.1.

The light source is a solid-state laser emitting at 532 nm with 200 mw output.

The output laser beam is split and directed to the object and the reference arms by a
polarized beam splitter. In the object arm, the laser beam is first focused by an
objective lens (Lens 1), then filtered by a pinhole, and finally collimated by a second
lens to form a parallel beam. The image information is added to it by illuminating a
mask or an input image transparency on which the patterns to be stored are printed.
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The information-carrying beam emerging from the transparency is subsequently
focused by the shown lens (Lens 2) onto the recording medium. In the reference arm,
the laser beam is coupled into a LiNbO3 single crystal fiber after being tightly focused
by an objective lens with a focal length of 4.5 mm. The holographic material is placed
close to the output end of LN crystal fiber. In our system, the recording medium is a
1.5(long) x 1.0(wide) x 0.7(thick) cm 3 LiNbO3 bulk crystal with 0.03mol% doped
iron.

Input
Image

Fig 3.1: The experimental set-up for random phase coded multiplexing using
LiNbO3 fiber as a modulator
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The LiNbO3:Fe bulk crystal is aligned to be normal to the signal-reference
plane formed by objective beam and reference beam. As stated previously, in order to
achieve larger photorefractive effect, the c-axis of crystal is chosen to lie in the
signal-reference plane and perpendicular to z-axis as shown in figure 3.2. The angle
between objective and reference beams is about 20°.

Fig 3.2: LiNbO3:Fe crystal sample alignment as holographic recording medium.

Fig 3.3: The LHPG grown multimode ferroelectric LiNbO3 single crystal fiber with
the symmetry structure of point group 3m at room temperature; its a and c axes are
labeled, respectively.
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The multi-mode ferroelectric LiNbO3 single crystal fiber is grown using the laser
heated pedestal growth technique (LHPG) established in the research labs at MRI
PennState. The details of this crystal growth method will be introduced in chapter 4.
The crystal fiber is 2 cm long and 350 µm in diameters.

Given the large index

difference between the fiber core (ne=2.208 for lights with polarization direction
parallel to the c-axis) and that of the air, a fiber of such dimension can support
thousands of modes. The external E-field is provided by a Trek 610D high voltage
supply. Again, to take advantage of larger E-O coefficient, the external E-field is
added across the fiber along its c-axis. The length of electrodes (the actual working
length) is 3.97 mm. For the same reason, the polarization of objective and reference
beams is also aligned along the same direction. When an external electrical field is
applied, the fiber’s refractive index will change due to the coupled response of
electronic and spontaneous ionic polarizations that introduces unequal phase delays to
different propagating modes. The end result is a large number of decorrelated speckle
fields suitable for multiplexed recording.
The superposition of modulated reference and object beams forms holograms
as in other similar holographic systems. The interference pattern of objective and
reference beams is recorded by holographic material via photorefractive effect. In the
recording phase, each of the images to be stored by the use of a reference beam is
distinct from the others, and can later be read out from the crystal with a readout beam
identical to the one used in recording.
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Compared with the existing multiplexing techniques, such a configuration is
expected to have some distinctive advantages. First, the use of a multi-mode single
crystal fiber to generate decorrelated speckle fields eliminates the needs for random
masks or spatial light modulators (SLMs), leading to a rather compact system
configuration. Second, the system does not need any moving parts, and therefore is
more stable than those previously proposed. The most striking advantage is that
multiplexed recording is realized by the electro-optic effect, which allows precise and
fast readout operation in frequency regime beyond GHz.

3.1.2 PRICIPLES OF PROPOSED MULTIPLEXING TECHNIQUE
As stated earlier, the ferroelectric single crystal fiber becomes highly
multi-moded under the given operation conditions. Once excited, the guided modes
propagate down to the exit end of the fiber at different group velocities, and suffer
drastically different phase delays over the same fiber segment. If the number of the
guided modes is sufficiently large and the fiber is sufficiently long, such phase delays
can be thought of as being evenly distributed between 0 and 2π . A salt-and-pepper
like pattern with extremely fine granularity will appear at the fiber exit. At a distance
away from the fiber end, the elementary contribution from each of these modes will
add up to a secondary speckle field. Despite the additional phase delays resulting from
different paths of free space propagation, the phase statistics remain the same in both
cases. The speckle field at an arbitrary point ( x, y ) can then be expressed as
Rspeckle = R( x, y ) exp[ −iθ ( x, y )] = ∑ R j ( x, y ) exp[ −ik j ( x, y ) ⋅ r ] ,

(3.1-1)

j =0
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where R(x,y) and θ ( x, y ) are the magnitude and the phase of total field, R j ( x, y )

and θ j ( x, y ) are the same quantities resulted from the contribution of the jth mode.
Again, θ j ( x, y ) is assumed to be a random variable evenly distributed in [0,2π ] .
Representing the object wave by
Oimage = O ( x, y ) exp[ −iθ ( x, y )] = ∑ Ok ( x, y ) exp[ −ik k ( x, y ) ⋅ r ] .

(3.1-2)

k =0

One can obtain the following expression for the interference pattern formed inside the
photorefractive crystal,
⎧
⎫
I = I 0 + 2 Re ⎨∑ Ok ⋅ R j ⋅ exp[− i (k j − k k ) ⋅ r ]⎬ ,
⎩ j ,k
⎭

(3.1-3)

where
I 0 = ∑ R j ⋅ R *j + ∑ Ok ⋅ Ok* ,
j

(3.1-4)

k

and the asterisk represents a complex conjugation. Let Kjk denote the grating vector
K jk = k j − k k .

(3.1-5)

The last term of equation 3.1-3 introduces a space charge field into the recording
crystal, which causes the refractive index variation, and forms a volume hologram
grating. The volume grating is expressed as
n = n0 + n1 ⋅ exp(− iϕ )∑ Ok ⋅ R j ⋅ exp(− iK jk ⋅ r ) ,

(3.1-6)

j ,k

where ϕ is the phase shift between the interference pattern and index variation, and
n1 is the magnitude of the index variation.
Once a hologram grating is recorded in the medium, the stored image can be
retrieved by a readout beam. In fact, the readout beam is also a speckle filed in the
form of
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R ' speckle = R ' ( x, y ) exp[ −iθ ' ( x, y )] = ∑ R ' l ( x, y ) exp[ −ik ' l ( x, y ) ⋅ r ] . (3.1-7)
l =0

The readout beam shown above will be diffracted by the recorded hologram grating,
while part of its power will be transferred to the diffracted beam as dictated by the
coupled mode theory. The total field of the readout and the diffracted beams is
E = ∑ R ' l ( x, y , z ) exp[ −ik ' l ( x, y , z ) ⋅ r ] + D ( x, y , z ) exp(− ik d ⋅ r ) . (3.1-8)
l =0

Here, the z coordinate has been introduced to emphasize the fact that the coupling
between the two beams varies along the axial direction z. In the above equation,
D(x,y,z) denotes the amplitude of the diffracted light. Since its wave vector must be
in the plane formed by the wave vectors of the grating and the readout beam, the y
dependence can thus be dropped off.

Also assume that the grating is infinite along

the x direction as has been justified by other theoretical treatments. Combining these
two assumptions simplifies the diffracted light field into a function of z. Substituting
equations 3.1-8 and 3.1-6 into the wave equation
⎛ 2 ω2 2 ⎞
⎜⎜ ∇ + 2 n ⎟⎟ ⋅ E = 0 ,
c
⎠
⎝

(3.1-9)

yields
⎛ d2

∑ ⎜⎜ dz
l =0

⎝

=−

2

− 2ik ' lz

⎛ d2
d ⎞
d ⎞
⎟⎟ R ' l ( z ) exp[ −i (k ' l x + k ' lz ) ⋅ r ] + ⎜⎜ 2 − 2ik dz ⎟⎟ D (z ) exp(− ik d ⋅ r )
dz ⎠
dz ⎠
⎝ dz

⎞
⎛
2n0 n1 exp(− iϕ ) ⋅ ⎜⎜ ∑ R *j ⋅ Ok ⎟⎟ ⋅ E ,
c
⎠
⎝ j ,k

ω2
2

(3.1-10)

where ω is the angular frequency of the light and c is the light speed in vacuum and
the subscript z signifies the z component of the wave vector. Equation 3.1-10 has
neglected n12 term because it is of the order of 10-4 compared with n0n1 term. Due to
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the same reason, the high order derivatives

d2
can also be removed. Equation
dx 2

3.1-10 then becomes

⎛

∑ ⎜⎝ − 2ik '
l =0

=−

lz

d ⎞
d ⎞
⎛
⎟ R ' l ( z ) exp[ −i (k ' l x + k ' lz ) ⋅ r ] + ⎜ − 2ik dz ⎟ D (z ) exp(− ik d ⋅ r )
dz ⎠
dz ⎠
⎝

⎛
⎞
2n0 n1 exp(− iϕ ) ⋅ ⎜⎜ ∑ R *j ⋅ Ok ⎟⎟ ⋅ ∑ R ' l ( z ) exp[ −i ( (k ' l x + k ' lz )) ⋅ r ] + D (z ) exp(− ik d ⋅ r )
c
⎝ j ,k
⎠ l =0

ω2
2

(3.1-11)
The solution of equation 3.1-11 about diffraction light is the so-called coupled mode
equation, which is
dD
i ω 2 n0 n1
=−
⋅
k dz
c2
dz

∑ exp(− iϕ )R

*
j

⋅ Ok ⋅ R ' l .

(3.1-12)

l , j ,k

The solution of equation 3.1-12 is the expression of the diffracted light field at the out
end of the grating.
D ( x, y , L) = −

i ω 2 n0 n1
⋅
⋅ L ⋅ ∑ exp(− iϕ )R *j ⋅ Ok ⋅ R' l .
2
c
k dz
l , j ,k

(3.1-13)

The production of the complex amplitude of reading beam and the conjugate of the
complex amplitude of original reference beam in the above equation can be extended
as

∑R
l, j

*
j

⋅ R ' l = ∑ R j ⋅ R ' l ⋅ exp[− i (k ' l − k j ) ⋅ r ] .

(3.1-14)

l, j

We can see from equation 3.1-14 that the total diffraction light field depends on
the difference between writing reference beam and readout beam. When the readout
beam is the same as the original reference beam, k ' l −k j equals to zero,
and exp[− i (k ' l −k j ) ⋅ r ] becomes 1. At this point, the total diffracted light has the
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maximum intensity and the image can be successfully reconstructed. If the reading
beam is different from the reference beam, the diffraction efficiency will drop, and
finally results in the failure of reconstruction. In the latter case, part of the reading
beam may become the source of the crosstalk noise between neighbor images. The
crosstalk noise increases with the increasing of the total number of stored images. The
study of the generation mechanism of these noises in speckle multiplexing technique
and how those noises affect the system performance will be addressed in chapter 5.
One fact should be clarified here is that the fundamental principle of the volume
hologram selectivity in speckle-based multiplexing technique is different from that in
angular or wavelength multiplexing techniques. The speckle-based multiplexing
technique proposed here as well as other speckle-based and phase-coded multiplexing
techniques are an extension of hologram put forwarded by Gabor in 1960s. Although
the volume hologram selectivity was still explained in this chapter using coupled
mode theory, the difference between initial reference and modulated reference beams
shown in equation 3.1-13 is actually caused by the spatial phase-amplitude
distribution of two speckle patterns instead of the variation of light incident angles.
Equation 3.1-14 is equivalent to the autocorrelation function of initial and modulated
reference speckle patterns. The diffraction minimization in speckle-based
multiplexing is realized when the autocorrelation functions of reference speckle
patterns approach delta functions instead of Bragg condition.
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3.2 ANALYSIS OF THE SPECKLE PATTERN
From the pervious discussion, we see that effective ways of generating a large
number of decorrelated speckle patterns is critical to the proposed technique. In this
section, we will analyze the speckle statistics and their impact on system performance.
This will lay a solid foundation for future design and system optimization.

3.2.1 The speckle pattern generation.
Laser speckles have been shown to be valuable information carriers in many
optical metrology applications. In a LHPG fiber, because the index contrast is high
and the transactional dimension of the fiber is much larger than the values dictated by
the single-mode condition, a large number of modes will be excited and propagate
down to the exit end once a laser beam is launched into it. Because guided modes
propagate along different directions inside the fiber, the actual optic length varies for
each mode. It can be expressed as ln = Lneffective , where sub n is the mode number, L is
the fiber length and neffective is the so called effective refractive index. The effective
index of guided modes distributes between the refractive indices of the fiber core and
the cladding. Different effective refractive indices introduce additional phase delays
when the light beam reaches the exit end of the fiber. If the fiber is sufficiently long,
the phase of each guided modes is a random variable with an even distribution in the
interval [0, 2π]. At the exit end, each guided mode can be considered as a sub-light
source. It has been shown that under a highly multi-moded condition, the guided
modes far from the cut-off are of approximately the same amplitude. In the far field,
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the addition of such random phasors produces an amplitude-phase randomly
distributed speckle pattern with well-defined first and second order statistics. The
formation of the speckle pattern is shown in Figure 3.4 and sample speckle pattern is
shown in Figure 3.5.

Fig 3.4: The formation of speckle patterns.

Fig 3.5: Speckle pattern (4.6mm by 6.4mm) generated by a LiNbO3 multi-mode
single crystal fiber.

It is well known that speckle patterns are sensitive to external perturbations
applied to LHPG fibers. One notable form of perturbation is the electrical field that
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can effectively affect the refractive index of the crystal.

The resultant speckle

pattern and its unperturbed counterpart become progressively decorrelated as the
magnitude of the electrical field increases. When an electrical field is applied, incident
light polarized along either the fast or the slow axis of the LHPG fiber would observe
a change in refractive index, whereas incident light with the orthogonal polarization is
unaffected. The change in the speckle pattern can be readily quantified by the
correlation coefficient of the two respective patterns.

3.2.2 Correlation coefficient function of speckle field
Before rolling out the expression for the resulted speckle field, let us consider a
few assumptions that will simplify the analysis while still keeping intact the essence
of the underlying physical process.
Firstly, we assume that the number of guided modes is sufficiently large and the
effective indices of the guided modes are equally spaced between the core index n1
and the cladding index n2 , and the refractive indices of two adjacent modes differs
by approximately

n1 − n 2
, where M is the total number of the excited modes
M

which can be estimated using the following equation,
M =

k0 r

π

n12 − n 22 .

(3.2-1)

In our case, the refractive index of the core is n1=ne=2.284 for the light beam
with polarization along c-axis and that of the cladding is n2=1, the radius of the core
r is 175 µm .

Substituting these values into equation 3.2-1 gives an estimated
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number of approximately 2300. Based on this assumption, the propagation constant of
the jth mode can be written as

βj =

n − n2 ⎞
2π ⎛
⎜ n1 − j 1
⎟.
λ0 ⎝
M ⎠

(3.2-2)

Secondly, we assume that all the guided modes have identical polarization,
which is along the c-axis of the fiber. This can be conveniently achieved in our
experiments by placing a polarizer near the exit end of the crystal fiber to filter out the
orthogonally polarized component. Even without such a polarizer, changes in speckle
statistics caused by different polarization directions can be accounted for through post
compensation.
Finally, we assume that the elementary contribution from each of the guided
modes has equal amplitude. This has been introduced mainly for simplicity. It
does not take into account the natural decrease in amplitude as the mode order goes
higher. It is also in contradiction with the oscillatory modal filed in the core region.
At present, we simply leave these to the future more elaborate analysis, and content
ourselves with the facts that 1) the changes in mode amplitude can be partially
modeled by variable phases, and 2) if the numerical aperture of the objective lens is
sufficiently large (the numerical aperture NA=0.65) and the focusing is rather tight,
the excitation of strong high-order modes can be ensured in practice.
Given the above simplifications, we can reduce the speckle field expression in
equation 3.1-1 into the following form,
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A( x, y ) = A0 exp[ −iθ ( x, y )]
M

= A0 ∑ exp[ −iθ j ( x, y )]

,

(3.2-3)

j =0

M
⎤
⎡ 2πl ⎛
n − n2 ⎞
= A0 ∑ exp ⎢ − i
⎜ n1 − j 1
⎟ + φ j ( x, y )⎥
M ⎠
j =0
⎦
⎣ λ0 ⎝

where l is the fiber working length in µm and φ j ( x, y ) is the phase delay caused
by free-space propagation. As noted free-space propagation is treated differently
from the guided propagation inside the fiber. The reason for this is that the latter is
responsive to the applied external refractive index modulation whereas the former
remains unchanged.
With an external electric field applied to the LiNbO3 fiber, the refractive index
will be changed due to the linear electro-optic effect. Assume the incident light has
a polarization direction parallel to the c-axis. The effective index of the core (n1=ne)
will change by
1
∆n = − n13 r33E ,
2

(3.2-4)

where r33 is the longitudinal electro-optic coefficient and E is the applied electric field.
The propagation constant of each mode will be altered accordingly as

β'j =

2π ⎛
n − n2 − ∆n
⎞
− ∆n ⎟ .
⎜ n1 − j 1
λ0 ⎝
M
⎠

(3.2-5)

Here, we assume that the total number of the guided mode remains the same in the
presence of index modulation. This can be justified intuitively by the observation
that phase shifts have far more influence on the speckle field than the incremental
changes in mode numbers. Combining equations 3.2-2 and 3.2-5 gives the change in
the propagation constant,
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∆β = β j − β ' j =

2π∆n
( j − M) .
M λ0

(3.2-6)

The changed complex amplitude can then be written as
M

A’ = A0 ∑ exp[ −i (θ j− ∆β j L)]
k =0

= A0 ∑ exp( −iθ K ) exp[ −i 2πL ⋅ ∆n ( M − k )] .
Mλ0
K =0
m

By defining ∆θ =

(3.2-7)

2πL ⋅ ∆n
, we can rewrite equation 3.2-7 as
M λ0
m

A’= A0 ∑ exp( −iθ K ) exp[ −i∆θ ( M − k )] .

(3.2-8)

K =0

The correlation of the original and the modulated speckle fields is the statistical
property that interests us the most. Assume the speckle fields are stationary and
ergodic random processes. The correlation coefficient can then be calculated as the
following ensemble average,
Γ(Aspeckle , Aspeckle ' ) = E (A ⋅ A'* ) − E ( A) ⋅ E ( A' ) ,

(3.2-9)

where E( ) represents ensemble averaging.
Substitute equations 3.2-3 and 3.2-8 into equation 3.2-9, we obtain
M
⎧⎪⎡ M
⎫⎪
⎤
Γ(Aspeckle , Aspeckle ' ) = A02 ⎨⎢ ∑ E {exp[i (θ k − θ j )]}+ ∑ E {exp[i (θ k − θ j )]}⎥ ⋅ exp[i∆θ (M − k )]⎬
⎪⎩⎣0, j =k
⎪⎭
0, j ≠k
⎦

(3.2-10)
Where
E {exp[i (θ k − θ j )]} =

1
2π

2π

∫ exp(iθ )dθ

(3.2-11)

0

Obviously, the first term in equation 3.2-10 equals 1 and the second term equals zero.
Equation 3.2-10 thus becomes
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Γ(Aspeckle , Aspeckle ' ) = A02 ∑ exp(ik ⋅ ∆θ ) .
M

(3.2-12)

k =0

The second term is a summation of geometric series. The equation 3.2-12 is thus
Γ(Aspeckle , Aspeckle ' ) = A02

1 − exp[i (M + 1) ⋅ ∆θ ]
,
1 − exp(i∆θ )

(3.2-13)

which is a complex number. The modulus of this complex number is

Γ(Aspeckle , Aspeckle ' ) = A02

1 − cos[(M + 1)∆θ ]
.
1 − cos(∆θ )

(3.2-14)

The normalized value of equation 3.2-14 denoted by rA,A’, is called correlation
coefficient, which is
⎧ 1 − cos[( M + 1) ∆θ ]
,
⎪
2
(
1
−
cos
∆
)
M
θ
⎪
rA,A’ = ⎪⎨
⎪
1,
⎪
⎪
⎩

∆θ ≠ 0;

,

(3.2-15)

∆ θ = 0.

When rA,A’ is 1, two complex amplitudes field are identical. If rA,A’ equals zero,
then two amplitude are orthogonal.
The calculated correlation coefficient rA,A’ as a function of index change ∆n is
shown in Figure 3.6. The fiber length is set to 1 cm for the calculation. It can be seen
that, a peak of δ-function type with amplitude equals 1 is generated when refractive
index change equals zero. Side lopes with the maximum amplitude equals 0.22 can
also be observed.
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Fig 3.6: A δ-shape correlation coefficient of speckle pattern field as a function of
refractive index change. Fiber length is 1 cm. Side lopes with maximum amplitude
≈0.22 can be observed.

3.2.3 Correlation coefficient function of intensity distribution
In real experiments, the amplitude of a light field is immeasurable because of
the high frequency of the light and the only thing we are able to measure is the
intensity distribution. In order to confirm our analysis using experimental results, the
relation between index change and light intensity distribution also needs to be found.
The light intensity at a speckle pattern point equals the product of the complex
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amplitude and its conjugate. Referred to equation 3.2-3 and 3.2-8, the intensities
before and after external electric field are
⎧
I = A ⋅ A* = A02 ⎨(M + 1) +
⎩

∑ exp[− i (θ
M

j ≠ k =0

j

⎫
− θ k )]⎬
⎭

M
⎧
⎫
I ' = A'⋅ A'* = A02 ⎨(M + 1) + ∑ exp[− i (θ l − θ m )]exp[− i ⋅ ∆θ (m − l )]⎬ (3.2-16)
l ≠ m =0
⎩
⎭

where j, k, l, m are mode indices. Substitute equation 3.2-16 into 3.2-12 and remove
the cross product terms of which ensemble averaging equals zero, the correlation of I
and I* is
M
⎧⎪
⎛
⎞ ⎫⎪
2
Γ(I ' speckle ⋅I * speckle ) = A04 ⎨(M + 1) + E ⎜⎜ ∑ exp[− i (θ j − θ k + θ l − θ m )]⋅ exp[− i∆θ (m − l )]⎟⎟ ⎬
⎪⎩
⎝ j ≠k =0,l ≠m =0
⎠ ⎪⎭

M
⎛ ⎧
⎫⎞
− E ⎜⎜ A02 ⎨(M + 1) + ∑ exp[− i (θ l − θ m )]exp[− i ⋅ ∆θ (m − l )]⎬ ⎟⎟
⎭⎠
l ≠ m =0
⎝ ⎩

⎛ ⎧
− E ⎜ A02 ⎨(M + 1) +
⎜
⎝ ⎩

∑ exp[− i (θ
M

j ≠ k =0

j

⎫⎞
− θ k )]⎬ ⎟
⎟
⎭⎠

M
⎧
⎫
= A04 ⎨ ∑ E (exp[− i (θ j − θ k + θ l − θ m )]) ⋅ exp[− i∆θ (m − l )]⎬
⎩( j = m ) ≠( l = k ) =0
⎭

⎧ M
⎫
+ A04 ⎨ ∑ E (exp[− i (θ j − θ k + θ l − θ m )]) ⋅ exp[− i∆θ (m − l )]⎬
⎩ j ≠ k ≠l ≠ m = 0
⎭

(3.2-17)
where the first ensemble average equals one and the second equals zero. It can thus be
rewritten
⎧ M
⎫
Γ(I ' speckle ⋅I * speckle ) = A04 ⎨ ∑ exp[− i∆θ (m − l )]⎬ ,
⎩l ≠ m = 0
⎭

(3.2-18)
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Γ(I ' speckle ⋅I

*

speckle

)=A

4
0

a − M (1 − a M +1 )
( M + 1) +
(1 − a )2

2

. (3.2-19)

Normalized value of Γ(I 'speckle ⋅I *speckle ) gives the correlation coefficient rI,I’,
rI,I’ =

Γ(I ' speckle ⋅ I * speckle )
M (M + 1)

.

(3.2-20)
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Fig 3.7: The calculated correlation coefficient of speckle pattern intensity distribution
as a function of refractive index change. Fiber length equals 1 cm. Side lopes with
maximum amplitude ≈0.046 can be observed.
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The calculated correlation coefficient rI,I’ is shown in Figure 3.7. Similar to
Figure 3.6, a δ-function type peak appears when there is no disturbing induced on the
refractive index. The maximum amplitude of the side lopes, 0.046, is much smaller
than the one in figure 2.6, because the intensity distribution is the quadratic of that of
the light field.
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Chapter 4
Simulation and experimental results

In the previous chapter, the principle of speckle based multiplexing technique and
a theoretical analysis of reference speckle patterns generation have been introduced. It
has been seen that the key of a phase-coded multiplexing is to generate a set of
orthogonal or uncorrelated reference beams for different holograms. In practice, a
reference beam with a set of random optical wave vectors could be implemented in
many ways, such as random masks, a bundle of optic fibers, or phase SLM. The
method proposed in this thesis work is to exploit a multimode optical ferroelectric
single crystal fiber illuminated with a laser beam as a reference beam modulator. This
method can generate speckle patterns with low correlation and the process can be
precisely controlled by external E-field. The speckle pattern arises from the
interference of many optical waves or modes inside the fiber, which is equivalent to
the interference patterns of a monochromatic plane wave passing through a random
phase mask. Although any two speckle patterns may not be strictly orthogonal, their
correlation, for fiber of large mode numbers, can be regarded as a minute value; this
judgment has been demonstrated by an example given in Ref., [30] in which a fiber is
supposed to carry 10,000 modes and 100 random speckle patterns, and the probability
that any two patterns inside the fiber have an overlap integral greater than 0.1 is
essentially none (less than 10-220). In other words, the correlation between any two
patterns is sensitive to external perturbations and possesses remarkable spatial
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selectivity properties under different situations. Thus, it is quite natural that the fiber
speckle pattern based spatial and phase selectivity techniques have been applied to
optical sensing [31] and hologram data storage.
As shown previously, the preliminary calculation indicates that the correlation
coefficient of speckle patterns can generate a maximum peak of a δ-function type. In
this chapter, a detailed numerical study based on the previous theoretical analysis has
been conducted to investigate system capacity. The simulation has two purposes.
Firstly, the simulation results can be used to verify our previous theoretical analysis in
system design and optimization.

Secondly, the simulation itself can serve as an

independent tool for exploring new system configurations. In the next section, the
simulation results will be presented along with the discussion of system storage
capacity.

Implementation issues will also be discussed based on the simulation

results. The configuration shown in Figure 3.1 has been constructed in our lab for the
purpose of experimental study. The experiment results will also be presented in this
chapter,

4.1 SIMULATION RESULTS
We have shown that system storage capacity depends on the correlation
coefficient of the speckle fields used as reference beams.

The latter in turn depends

on the number of excited modes, M, and mode-dependent phase shifts caused by the
refractive index modulation.

These two factors can be further traced down to the

implementation of specific parameters, such as the electro-optic coefficient and the
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diameter of crystal fiber, light coupling conditions, and the effective length of
modulated section of the crystal fiber.

In the following, the impact of some of these

key parameters on speckle fields, namely their correlation coefficient, will be studied.
'
,
Based on our derivation in section 3.2, the correlation coefficient, rAA

with

a wider range of refractive index modulation, of speckle fields is calculated as a
function of ∆ n and the result is shown in Figure 4.1.

'
Fig 4.1: The correlation coefficient, rAA
, of speckle fields is calculated as a function

of ∆ n (fiber length = 6 cm)

In Figure 4.1, it is worth noting that the correlation curve has two peaks, and both
peaks have amplitude of 1.

It is intended that the first peak corresponds to the trivial

case where no external electric field is applied to the crystal fiber.

Under this

condition, the correlation is calculated between a speckle pattern and itself.

The
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second peak is, however, obtained in a non-trivial situation where the
modulation-induced relative phase shift ∆θ of two adjacent modes equals 2π. Ιn
this case, the external E-field induced phase shift for the jth mode equals 2(j+1)π. The
resultant speckle pattern is simply a perfect replica of its unperturbed counterpart, and
the correlation function is again maximized. Since only distinguishable and
uncorrelated speckle patterns are usable as reference patterns, the appearance of the
second peak seems to put a limitation on the system capacity.
However, the second peak will not appear in the real experiment.

The reason is

that the ∆n required to attain the second peak is too large to be achieved in the current
experimental configuration.

The limitation comes from the number of guided modes

is overwhelmed by the one induced from materials.

For example, according to the

numerical study, for a fiber with effective length equaling 8 mm, which is used in our
current experimental set up, the ∆n needs to be as large as 33x10-3 to generate the
duplicate speckle pattern.

On the other hand, if the fiber is made of LiNbO3, a

simple calculation shows that the maximum achievable ∆n is only 3.875x10-3, which
is much smaller than the required value. This value is determined by the coercive
field, Ec field of LiNbO3 single crystal, the depolarization electric field can be taken
by LiNbO3, which equals 210KV/cm.

When the applied external electric field is

higher than 210KV/cm, a detrimental domain structure change of material will occur.
Even if the ∆n corresponding to the second peak is achievable in the future
experimental study before the external electric filed reaches Ec field, this can be done
by using longer fiber to lower modulation voltage or choosing materials with larger
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E-O coefficient, such as Sr0.25Ba0.75Nb2O6, which has a E-O coefficient 40 times as
large as LiNbO3 has, the second peak will still not appear in the real experiment.
This can be explained in this way.

Let us use a 10 cm long fiber, the longest fiber

has been grown in our lab, as an example.

In this case, the ∆n corresponding to the

second peak equals 2.64x10-3, about two third of the maximum index change when a
near the Ec field is applied. When ∆n reaches 2.64x10-3, the V parameter, which plays
an important role in determining the cutoff condition of an optic fiber and is defined
as

V =

2πa

λ

n12 − n22 ,

(4.1-1)

will change from 4249 to 4241. In equation 4.1-1, a is the radius of fiber, λ
is the light wavelength in the air and n1, n2 are the refractive indices of fiber and air,
respectively. The variation of V results in a change of total number of guided modes,
which can be estimated with the aid of a slab waveguide with comparable dimension
and optical properties. For such a slab waveguide, the following simple equation
exists for calculating the number of guided modes,

N =2

V

π

.

(4.1-2)

The crystal fiber currently used in our experiments is 350 µm in diameter and 1.2
cm in length. It is made of LiNbO3 with a refractive index of 2.286.

If we choose
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the thickness of the slab waveguide as the diameter of the crystal fiber, the number of
guided modes is then estimated as 2704. The change in number of guided modes
leads to a new mode structure inside the fiber. The new mode structure will form a
speckle pattern, which is totally uncorrelated to the original one. So, in practice the
limitation induced from the number of guided modes is neglected and the discussion
of storage capacity is carried out only based on the material parameters.

Fig 4.2: The correlation coefficient of light field and light intensity distribution
between two adjacent speckle patterns vs. index variation ∆n. The fiber length is 6cm.
The first null appears when ∆n equals 8.9x10-6, where the relative phase shift between
two adjacent guided modes, ∆θ equals

2π
.
M +1
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Figure 4.2 gives a closer look of the correlation function. In this simulation
model, the fiber length is set to 6cm.

As can be seen, the first null of the correlation

function appears when the relative phase shift between two adjacent guided modes,

∆θ, caused by the index change equals

2π
.
M +1

At this point, the perturbed and the

original speckle patterns become mutually uncorrelated, and a new image can be
recorded using this newly generated reference speckle field.
the other null points of the correlation function.

The same holds true at

Since the width of main lope

between two adjacent null points are same, the total number of images that can be
stored in the system is simply the ratio of Ec voltage to the voltage needed to cause a
∆θ =

2π
.
M +1

Using a single fiber configuration to realize a high storage density system
constitutes the very challenge in system implementation.

Under our current

experimental settings, the electro-optic efficient r33 is 30.9x10-12m/V and the coercive
field Ec is 210kV/cm.

The largest achievable index modulation ∆nmax is 3.9x10-3,

and the refractive index change necessary for obtaining the first null is 6.6x10-5.
This gives us a storage capacity of approximately 59 images.
There are several approaches that can be used to improve the system capacity.
The first one is elongating the fiber length. The relative phase shift between two
adjacent guided modes is governed by the following equation,
∆θ = 2π × ∆n × L / λ ,

(4.1-3)

where ∆n is the difference between effective indices of the guided modes
caused by the electro-optic modulation, and L is the effective fiber length over
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which the relative phase shift between the two modes accumulates. Such a relation
is visualized in Figure 4.3.

Fig 4.3: ∆n0 for the first null and the effective fiber length L required for producing
a 2π /(M+1) relative phase shift between two adjacent guided modes.

By increasing the length of the fiber, the index change required to generate an
uncorrelated speckle pattern can be reduced.

However, this approach becomes

ineffective after the fiber length reaches a certain value.

As can be seen, the

decreasing trend of index change slows down when the fiber length is longer than
4cm, and for weak electro-optic index modulation (typified by ∆n = 1.0 × 10 −6 ), the
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required effective fiber length exceeds 10cm.

This makes a naïve implementation

scheme practically impossible.
The remedy to the problem may come from improved material properties.
As indicated by Eq. 4.1-3, the effective fiber length L is inversely proportional to
∆n for a given relative phase shift ∆θ .

A ten-fold increase in ∆n can thus

reduce the required effective fiber length, or enlarge the capacity of a system with a
given fiber length by an order of magnitude. Ferroelectric SBN crystals, and more
recently modified compositions with E-O coefficients 40 times larger than that of
LiNbO3 have been reported. As shown in Table 4.1, storage capacity on the order of
thousands of images can be achieved with ∼1.2 cm crystal fiber made of such
materials, estimated based on data reported [32].

Table 4.1: Comparison of system storage capacity allowed by different fiber materials
r33

Materials
LiNbO3
SBN
SBN x=0.75

no
2.286
2.316
2.370

Length

∆no

Ec
Storage capacity

-12

x10 m/V
30.9
420
1340

cm
0.8
0.8
0.8

-5

x10
6.6
6.6
6.6

kV/cm
210
140
140

59
553
1765

The proposed technique can be implemented with greater ease by recognizing
that ∆n reverses its sign as the applied electric field switches its polarity. In doing so,
the required relative phase shift ∆θ is shifted to the interval [− π , π ] .

The
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absolute value of the maximum phase shift is then cut by half, and so is the applied
voltage.
Another approach can be used to increase the system storage capacity is the
employment of an array of crystal fibers. Due to the high sensitivity to the boundary
conditions of the fiber, each fiber can generate a distinct set of uncorrelated speckle
patterns. By realizing a fiber array structure, the system capacity becomes n times of
one of the single fiber system, where n is the number of fibers included in the array.
Another advantage of array structure is that, multiple images recorded using different
fibers can be read out simultaneously. The system thus is able to perform the image
add operation.
In summary, we have shown that system storage capacity equals the ratio of
Ec field to the electric field required to produce a ∆θ =
can be recorded using the current configuration.

2π
.
M +1

About 120 images

As the modulation properties of

new EO crystals progressively improve, storage capacity on the order of thousands of
images becomes more attainable. Finally, 180 degree domain reversal and the use of
crystal fiber arrays have been proposed for simpler implementation and enhanced
storage capacity.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.2.1 PREPARATION OF SAMPLES
The multi-mode ferroelectric LiNbO3 single crystal fiber used in our experiment
as a reference modulator is grown using the laser heated pedestal growth technique
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(LHPG) in our laboratory. The LHPG technique is a floating zone crystal growth
method, which was first employed in the mid 1970’s and improved in 1980’s. LHPG
can produce optical quality single crystal fibers of materials with high melting point.
It presents a number of advantages for single crystal fiber growth, not only to
optoelectronic applications but also to the area of materials synthesis in general. First,
LHPG technique has a large temperature gradient (~1000°C /cm) and a high growth
speed (10mm~180mm/hr). Such a high growth rate enables quick determination of the
growth parameters and the formation of metastable phases. Second, because the
source rod and the melt volume in LHPG are quite small i.e., on the order of 10 and
1mm respectively, comparatively small amount of the chemical compounds is needed
for the crystal growth. The system thus can be run at relatively low cost. Third, the
fiber diameter could be controlled precisely by adjusting the seed pulling speed and
the as-grown crystal fibers are homogeneous as well compared to other methods. Last
and the most desirable advantage is that, the crystal fibers could be grown along
expected orientation by using the single crystal seeds with desired orientation. A
schematic drawing of the LHPG system is shown in Figure 4.4.
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Fig 4.4: LHPG single crystal fiber growth system.
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a

b

Fig 4.5: (a) Schematic drawing of the growth chamber. (b) Various regions involved
in the growth.

In this custom constructed LHPG system, the heating source, laser radiation, is
provided by an EDINBURGH INSTRUMENTS PL6 CO2 CW laser emitting at 9~11
µm. The laser output power can be adjusted in a range of 1W~200W by controlling
the flow rate of the gas mixture (4.5% of CO2, 13.5%of N2 and 82% of He) inside the
laser tube. To achieve a stable power output and uniform energy distribution, TEM00
mode with a circular Gaussian intensity profile in the far field is preferred. The mode
selection is realized by altering the position of the diffraction grating located at the
back of the gas tube. Besides the gas flow control system, an IR attenuator and an
Apollo 101 direct absorption laser power meter are introduced in the optic path as a
finer power adjustment. After reflected by several mirrors the laser beam is guided
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into the growth chamber and right on the apex of a conical mirror. Inside the growth
chamber, after the conical and two set of 45° mirrors the laser beam is transformed to
a ring shape, and finally focused by a parabolic mirror at the top of the feed rod. Such
a configuration can produce a temperature well exceeding 2000°C. The temperature is
monitored by a Marathon MR1SCCF high performance integrated ratio Infrared
Thermometer. After the laser radiation is absorbed, feed material within focus is
melted and form a melting zone. Once the melting zone is formed at the top of the
feed rod, a seed crystal with given orientation is then dipped into it and slowly pulled
out. For our experiment, the crystal fiber was grown along a-axis. The molten material
cools down when it moves away from the melting zone and the crystallization occurs
at the seed/melt interface. As molten material crystallizes into the crystal fiber, the
feed rod is simultaneously fed into the molting zone to maintain a constant volume.
The melting zone is maintained between two solid rods by surface tension. The
movement of seed and feed is controlled by two Crystalox MSD4000 translation units.
As stated before, by adjusting the ratio of the seed pulling speed to the material
feeding speed, the fiber dimension can be precisely controlled. A LiNbO3 as thin as
110 µm in diameter has been successfully grown in our laboratory. A schematic
drawing of the growth chamber and various regions involved in the growth is shown
in Figure 4.5.
After the growth, a Laue X-ray back reflection examination was performed to
confirm the orientation of the crystal fiber. The result and the cross section of a
LiNbO3 crystal fiber is shown in Figure 4.6. The Laue X-ray result confirmed that the
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crystal fiber was grown along a-axis, <100> direction, as expected. The back
reflection pattern also showed that the c-axis of the crystal, <001> direction, is along
the short axis as indicated in figure 4.6 b and perpendicular to the growth direction.
An annealing process (at 500°C for 5 hours) was also used to remove strain
introduced during the growth of the material.

a

b

Fig 4.6: (a) Laue X-ray back reflection pattern for cross section of LiNbO3 single
crystal fiber. (b) The cross section of a LiNbO3 single crystal fiber.

4.2.2 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENT
A lab system as shown in figure 2.1 has been set up for experimental study.
The electrode length is 3.97mm.

Fourteen speckle patterns obtained from different

refractive index modulation have been captured with a CCD camera placed near the
exit end of the LiNbO3 crystal fiber.

The applied voltage steps from 0 to
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14.86kV/cm at a constant interval. The first and the last speckle patterns as well as
the resultant correlation coefficients are shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8.

E=0 kV/cm

E=14.9 kV/cm

Fig 4.7: Speckle patterns obtained from different refractive index modulation.
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Fig 4.8: Measured and simulated correlation coefficients. Light is polarized along
c-axis.
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Figure 4.8 shows that the measured correlation coefficient does not drop to
zero as predicted by analytical and numerical study.

The measured correlation

coefficient reaches 2.2 at 280V, where the first null is indicated by the simulation
result. The minimum obtained is 0.108.

This has mainly been caused by limited

experimental conditions. In our experiment, the crystal fiber is placed on a thin layer
of conductive material serving as the bottom electrode.

The other electrode is

provided by a spring pin with its flat end in close contact with the crystal fiber. The
effective length of the electrodes is much shorter than the waveguide length, leading
to significantly weakened refractive index modulation. For the fiber used in our
experiment, which has an oval cross section, such a configuration also leads to a non
uniform electric field distribution. As shown in Figure 4.9, due to the existence of the
air gap, the edge areas have much weaker electric field than the center area. This non
uniform distribution is the second reason to the weakened index modulation,
especially for the higher guided modes.

Fig 4.9: LiNbO3 fiber and electrodes
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The third cause is inadequate excitation of the higher modes, which play crucial
roles in the process of speckle decorrelation. Currently, the excitation of the higher
order modes were achieved by tightly focusing the incident beam onto the fiber
entrance. However, for the focusing lens currently used in the system, a simple
analysis reveals that the lower order modes are rather dominant.
Another cause comes from the experimental configuration. As mentioned in
chapter 3, in order to achieve larger photorefractive effect, the external electric field is
applied along c-axis of the LiNbO3 crystal fiber. Due to the same reason, the light
polarization is also aligned along the same direction. However, after the light being
focused by the objective lens, the light propagation is changed. The light with non
normal incident angle will have an E-filed component along a-axis, so called TM
mode. The index change faced by the TM modes is smaller than normal incident
modes and decreases with the increasing of incident angle.

The smaller index

change will cause a slower decorrelation process on part of speckle pattern, and
eventually result in a correlation coefficient larger than the one predicted by the
numerical study. A detailed discussion on the influence of TM modes on the system
performance will be introduced in chapter 6.
To avoid the influence of TM mode, the correlation coefficient was re-measured
with the light polarization along a-axis. The result is shown in figure 4.10.
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Fig 4.10: Measured and simulated correlation coefficients. Light polarization along
a-axis.

As shown in figure 4.10, although the absolute voltage required for generating the
first null is much higher, the decorrelation curve agrees with the simulation more than
the one under c-axis polarization configuration, especially at the low end. And the
correlation coefficient at the null point predicted by the simulation, which equals 0.08,
is much smaller than the previous result.
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To further examine the theoretical analysis, the electrode length was extended to
8mm.

The measured correlation coefficient under both c-axis and a-axis

configurations are shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12.
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Fig 4.11: Measured correlation coefficient with electrode length equals 3.97mm and
8mm. Light polarization along c-axis.
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Fig 4.12: Measured correlation coefficient with electrode length equals 3.97mm
and 8mm. Light polarization along a-axis.

It can be seen that, the decorrelation curves with different electrode lengths have
almost the same shape for both polarization configurations.

When the electrode

length is extended to 8mm, the required voltage to generate equal correlation
coefficient reduced to the half as shown in Figure 4.3.
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4.2.3 MULTIPLE IMAGE RECORDING
Multiple images have been recorded successfully using our current set-up with
electrode length equals 3.97mm. The original and reconstructed images are shown in
Figure 4.13.

(a) Original images

E = 0kV/cm

E = 8.6kV/cm

E = 14.2kV/cm

(b) Reconstructed images
Fig 4.13: Images recorded using LiNbO3 (Ec=210kV/cm) fiber as modulator. (a)
Original images (b) Reconstructed images

The first two images were recorded without visible cross-talk image.
Cross-talk became visible when the electric field variation was reduced from
8.6kV/cm to 5.6kV/cm and when the third image was recorded. A ghost image of “S”
can be seen in the reconstructed image of “Q”. From these results, we found out that
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a correlation coefficient of 0.2 can produce negligible cross-talk. Due to this fact,
the previous capacity analysis might lie on a conservative side. The discussion of
this perspective will be included in the chapter on future work.

4.2.4 DUAL-FIBER CONFIGURATION − PRELIMINARY DEMONSTRATION
OF FIBER ARRAY STRUCTURE
To explore the possibility of fiber array structure, a dual-fiber configuration has
been set up. The experimental result is presented in this section. The dual-fiber
structure is realized by two LiNbO3 single crystal fibers which are glued together
using transparent epoxy. The epoxy also serves as a cladding layer to separate two
fibers from each other. The sample is shown in the Figure 4.14.

Fig 4.14: LiNbO3 fibers used in dual fiber configuration

The input end of fibers was located behind the focus point of objective lens.
The light spot is thus big enough to cover both fiber ends and the light can be coupled
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into the fibers at the same time.

This configuration may eliminate undesirable

coupling condition variation by avoiding moving fiber in and out of the optical path.
Since such a configuration also causes less coupled light intensity in each individual
fiber, an extra light intensity attenuator was added into the image arm to achieve the
optimum interference contrast.
A total of ten images were recorded. Five images were recorded and read out
using each single fiber with the output end of the other fiber blocked. The original
and reconstructed images are shown in Figure 4.15.

It can be observed that,

reconstructed images under this configuration have equal quality as ones have under
single fiber configuration.
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Original Images

Reconstructed Images
(a) Original and reconstructed images using fiber #1 as modulator

Original Images

Reconstructed Images
(b) Original and reconstructed images using fiber #2 as modulator
Fig 4.15: Recorded and reconstructed images using dual fiber configuration
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The defect of current setup is that, due to the degrading of the coupling condition,
the electric field required to produce an uncorrelated speckle pattern is 10% higher
than the one under single fiber configuration. This problem can be solved by the
employment of glass single mode fiber to crystal fiber coupling. Effort has been
directed into this area in our lab and the preliminary results will be presented in
chapter 7.
The image adding function has been realized using dual fiber configuration and is
shown in Figure 4.16. The images of letter “r” and “s” were recorded by using fiber
#1 and #2 as modulator respectively.

When output ends of both fibers are unblocked,

the two recorded images can be read out simultaneously as a single reconstructed
image.

The reconstructed image with both letters is shown in Figure 4.16(b).

Under current configuration, since two fibers are sharing one pair of electrodes, only
images which are recorded under equal applied electric field can be read out at the
same time.

The situation can be improved in the future by assigning each fiber a

separated pair of electrodes.
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(a) Original images of letter “r” (recorded using fiber #1) and “s” (recorded using
fiber #2)

(b) A simultaneous read out of “r” and “s”

Fig 4.16: A demonstration of image adding
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Chapter 5
Crosstalk noise analysis

In previous chapters, the basic principles of our speckle-based volume hologram
multiplexing technique and a theoretical analysis about the new modulation
mechanism have been addressed. The numerical and experimental study results were
presented in chapter 4. Storage capacity has so far been estimated based on idealized
settings.

As it is well known that, besides the limitation set by the modulation

mechanism capacity, the storage density of a volume hologram memory system can
be restricted by many other factors. For instance, the ultimate storage density of a
volume hologram system is limited by the given geometry as V / λ3 , where V is the
recording medium volume and λ is the wavelength of light. Among all factors, the
noise source in a system is a fundamental one that has been briefly mentioned, but not
fully accounted for in the analysis. The importance of clear understanding of system
noise can never be over estimated; as in most practical systems, noises may ultimately
put a tighter bound to system storage capacity

5.1 NOISE SOURCES IN VOLUME HOLOGRAPHIC STORAGE SYSTEM
Noises are caused by many reasons during or after the recording process.

For

example, the thermal expansion or shrinkage of the holographic material may result in
crosstalk noise after the recording process. The thermal expansion or shrinkage
caused by environmental temperature change during the recording process can be
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fairly small and ignored for materials with small thermal expansion coefficients (such
as LiNbO3 photorefractive crystal used in our experiment). Even for materials with
much larger thermal expansion coefficients, like organic polymer, noises play a trivial
role during a recording process if the system is operated in a carefully controlled
circumstance.

It will become more troublesome during hologram grating fixing

process that suffers a wider temperature variation, and may result in a post-recording
crosstalk noise.

While the resolution of SLM can be dramatically increased by

reducing the pixel size, the inter-pixel crosstalk noise becomes a serious concern in
the phase-coded multiplexing technique. [33] The smaller pixel size leads to a
stronger diffraction from “on” cell. The diffraction from “on” pixel causes crosstalk
noise between “on” and “off” pixels when the reference beam is modulated even
before the recording process.
The mechanism of reference beam modulation often dominates the source of
noise.

As for the current multiplexing system, noise mainly comes from two sources,

namely, random noise and crosstalk noise. As noticed by other researchers, when
the readout beam propagates in a direction different from that of the reference beam
but still approximately satisfies the Bragg condition, randomly distributed noise
appears in the diffracted beam. The second type of noise, also known as crosstalk, is
caused by the interaction between the readout beam and undesired volume gratings
even when the readout and reference beams are perfectly aligned in space.

In both

cases, unwanted diffraction reduces the diffraction efficiency leading to the
degradation of the reconstructed images. Since the multiplexing is achieved through
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phase modulation in the current EOMRPHM technique, the propagation directions of
the reference and the readout beams are identical.

The first type of noise is therefore

largely suppressed, and crosstalk will be the focus of our study.
Since the modulation mechanism of various multiplexing strategies are different,
the origin and the behavior of crosstalk noises are specific for each individual
technique. The crosstalk noise in those techniques described in chapter 1 has been
intensively studied. Bashaw et al., [34] analyzed the crosstalk noise in angular
multiplexing system due to the undesirable diffraction caused by Bragg mismatch.
Crosstalk in wavelength-multiplexing technique was studied by Curtis et al [35], and
Yin et al. [36] For phase-coded multiplexing, Denz et al. calculated the probability of
a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) larger than a certain value in presence of phase-shift and
unequal diffractions of the reference beam [37]. Alves et al [38] presented an explicit
form of crosstalk noise in phase-coded multiplexing when systematic phase-shift error
in reference beam exists. Curtis and Psaltis [39] calculated the SNR of a phase-coded
multiplexing system when the Bragg selectivity condition was not satisfied, and
proposed a possible method to improve the SNR by removing one or several
particular “bad” codes from the Walsh-Hadamard code set.
The speckle based multiplexing is expected to have lower crosstalk noise level
compared to other multiplexing techniques because of the sharp spatial selectivity of
speckle patterns.

The crosstalk noise in this technique mostly comes from the

undesirable diffractions due to the cross correlation between modulated reference
beams.

Existing speckle-based multiplexing techniques implement reference beam
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modulation by shifting or rotating speckle generator such as a diffuser or a bundle of
multi-mode optical fibers.

The correlation coefficient between reference beams is

then a function of shift distance or rotation angle. The crosstalk noise in those
speckle-based multiplexing techniques has been discussed by Markov [40]. Jin et al.
[41] estimated the SNR of a memory system with up to 2000 images recorded.

The

crosstalk noise in our multiplexing technique has some unique features, which differ
from existing speckle based techniques because of the electronic nature of its
modulation mechanism.

A detailed discussion will be given in this chapter.

The

simulation results and experimental results will also be presented.

5.2 CROSS CORRELATION AND CROSSTALK NOISE IN PROPOSED
TECHNIQUE
The proposed technique realizes multiplexing through phase modulation.

This

is very different from the angular and the wavelength multiplexing techniques.
Because the range of phase modulation extends over [0, 2π] and the resultant
amplitude varies from 0 to (M+1)A0, where M is the total number of guided modes,
this technique also has many unique attributes not present in the binary phase-coded
multiplexing.

Consequently, a rather dissimilar noise model should be expected.

Coefficient of cross correlation is the parameter representing the similarity of two
light fields or two speckle patterns. Nonzero cross correlation is the main signature
for having the crosstalk noise or the so called interpages crosstalk.

Theoretically, the

cross correlation of two speckle patterns or light fields should be zero if they are
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totally uncorrelated.

However, in practice, a complete decorrelation does not exist.

In phase-coded multiplexing, orthogonal reference beams are achieved by adopting
Walsh-Hadamard or other coding algorithms.

Although reference beams generated

in this way are theoretically mutual orthogonal, the cross correlation can not reach
zero due to the presence of systematic phase-shift error in real applications.

In

speckle based multiplexing, speckle patterns are modulated by physical shifting, or
like in the technique we propose here, photorefractive index changing of multi-mode
crystal fiber.

According to our early study and other researchers’ work, zero

correlation coefficient is just a projected statistic value. As it is well known, a
statistic prediction only comes true when sample space is infinite which can not be
satisfied in a real system implementation.
Cross correlation between reference beams makes hologram gratings formed
from those reference beams partly correlated unless corresponding images are
completely uncorrelated. As stated previously, the undesirable diffraction coming
from other partly correlated hologram gratings forms crosstalk noise, when we try to
read out one of a set of images already written in the recording medium. When
crosstalk level is high, faded images of other holograms can be seen as shown in
Figure 3.13. Such a strong crosstalk can be completely avoided when an efficient
modulation mechanism is employed. Usually, the crosstalk noise is sufficiently weak
to form visible ghost images if a proper minimum correlation coefficient of the
reference beams is chosen to write images. The weak crosstalk noise will become a
part of the background noise. With the number of recorded images increasing, the
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crosstalk noise accumulates and increases the light intensity of the background. The
increased background light intensity results in a reduction of the image-background
contrast and finally reduces the system storage capacity.
In order to quantitatively study the relationship between cross correlation and
crosstalk noise and thus to understand how crosstalk noise affects storage density or
to estimate system SNR, a theoretical analysis of diffraction will be dealt with first in
the following part.

5.3 THEORY OF DIFFRACTION
The volume hologram memory system operation includes two basic procedures,
hologram writing and hologram reading. Total four light beams will be involved;
Image beam, S(r), is the beam carrying image information.
Writing beam, W(r), is the initial reference beam used with image beam together to
write hologram.
Reading beam, R(r), is the reference beam used to read hologram out. It may or may
not be the same reference beam used to write the hologram.
Diffracted beam, D(r), is the part of reading beam diffracted by hologram gratings
after reading beam going through the recording medium.
As shown in fig 5.1. a, during hologram writing process, the holographic material
is put at the joint of image and writing beams with the front surface perpendicular to
the signal-reference plane. Inside the holographic material, the interference pattern

E (r ) of S (r ) and W (r ) can be expresses as
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E (r ) = S (r) + W (r) .

5.3-1

a

b
Fig 5.1: Hologram recording and reading in speckle based multiplexing.
(a). Hologram recording. (b). Hologram reading.
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The interference pattern E (r ) will cause a material permittivity modulation via
photorefractive effect. The modulated material permittivity ε~ (r ) after hologram
writing is expressed as

ε~ (r ) = ε (0) + δε (r ) .

5.3-2

Where ε (0) is the initial uniform permittivity of material and δε (r ) is the
modulated component which is

δε (r ) = ρ E ( r ) ∝ S ( r )W * ( r ) .
2

5.3-3

Where ρ is a material parameter and * denotes conjugate.
Hologram reading is the process of the reading beam being diffracted by
hologram gratings recorded in the holographic material. As shown in fig 4.1 b, the
most part of reading beam, which propagates along the same direction as initial
writing beam, goes through the holographic material without changing and only a
small part will be diffracted or scattered by hologram gratings. Diffracted beam D(r )
travels along the direction of initial image beam. If the reading beam is identical to the
writing beam used to record the hologram, the diffracted wave front will successfully
reconstruct the image.
Before we start to discuss the diffraction, two facts need to be emphasized:
1. The magnitude of modulated permittivity components caused by
interference pattern E (r ) is far smaller than that in angular multiplexing.
Usually it is of the order of 10-7 to 10-8.
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2. Such a weak permittivity modulation leads to a weak diffraction. The
diffracted power is of about same order as permittivity modulation.
Based on those facts, it is not necessary to solve the diffraction by using a fully
developed coupled mode theory. The scattering theory is more suitable. By solving
the system Hamilton with Born approximation, the diffracted light field can be found
as

D( r ) = C ∫ δε ( r ' ) R( r ' )G ( r, r ' )d 3 r ' .

5.3-4

V

Here G ( r, r ' ) =

exp{ik r − r ' }
4π r − r '

is the Green function, V is the volume of recorded

grating and C is a constant. On the right side, δε ( r ' ) R( r ' ) presents a single source
point whose strength is proportional to the magnitude of permittivity modulation and
the amplitude of incident light field. Multiplexed by the Green function, the part
inside the integration gives the influence of such a source point at the position
indicated by the coordinate vector r in the far field. The whole diffracted light field
D(r ) is then expressed as the addition of the elementary contribution from each
source point within the hologram grating. Substitute equation 5.3-3 into equation
5.3-4, we can rewrite it as

D( r ) = C ' ∫ S ( r ' )W * ( r ' ) R( r ' )G ( r, r ' )d 3 r ' .

5.3-5

V

Where C’ is the modified constant after ρ being introduced. The diffracted field
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described by equation 5.3-5 is not directly useful to our discussion because the light
field is not experimentally measurable. In order to confirm our theoretical analysis by
the experimental results, a parameter called diffraction efficiency is introduced here
which is the ratio of the intensity of diffracted light resulted from using the reading
beam R(r) to that from the initial writing beam W(r). The diffraction efficiency η
can be expressed as

2

η=

I reading
I writing

∫ S (r' )W

=

*

3

( r ' ) R( r ' )G ( r, r ' )d r '

V
2

∫ S (r' )W

*

,

5.3-6

3

( r ' )W ( r ' )G ( r, r ' )d r '

V

where I = D(r )

2

is the intensity of the diffracted beam. In equation 5.3-6, because

S (r ' ) has a much larger spatial scale compared to the writing or reading speckle
patterns, it will be removed in the later calculation without losing accuracy. Due to the
same reason, the Green function will be removed as well. We can take a further step
by replacing the volume integration by integrations over lateral coordinates x, y and
longitudinal coordinates z. Equation 5.3-6 thus becomes

2

η=

∫ ∫ ∫W

*

( x, y , z ) R( x, y , z )dxdydz

x y z
2

∫ ∫ ∫W

*

.

5.3-7

( x, y , z )W ( x, y , z )dxdydz

x y z
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As it is well known, the integration over lateral coordinates x, y, which presents a
plane at z, in equation 5.3-7 is equivalent to the ensemble average of the reading and
writing wave fronts and can be replaced by the autocorrelation function

∫ ∫W

*

[

]

( x, y , z ) R ( x, y , z )dxdy =Γ W * ( x, y , z ) R ( x, y , z ) ，

5.3-8

x y

where Γ[ ] denotes the autocorrelation function. Substitute equation 5.3-8 into
equation 5.3-7 we obtain

∫ Γ[W

T

η=

*

]

2

( x, y , z ) R( x, y , z ) dz

0

∫ Γ[W
T

*

]

2

,

5.3-9

( x, y , z )W ( x, y , z ) dz

0

where T is the thickness of holographic material.
Here let’s assume the reading beam is different from the writing beam and
expressed them as a disturbed speckle pattern after the change in refractive index
being introduced as R(r,∆n), and the one in the initial status as R(r,∆n=0), respectively.
∆n here is the change in refractive index of LiNbO3 crystal fiber introduced by the
external electrical field. The autocorrelation function in equation 5.3-9 then becomes a
function of ∆n. Note that, in the derivation of the autocorrelation function in chapter 3,
the speckle patterns were observed on a randomly selected plane along the light
propagation path. In another word, the result obtained previously is valid for all
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speckle patterns in the far field and has no longitude dependency. This can be
validated by the experimental study.
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Fig 5.2: Measured correlation coefficient of speckle patterns at different positions.

Using the same configuration showed in Figure 3.1, seven sets of speckle patterns
were captured by placing the CCD sensor at different positions. The distance between
the fiber exit end and the location of the very first set of speckle patterns is 5 mm, and
the distance variation for the rest of sets are 0.5 mm, 4 mm and 16 mm away from the
fiber exit end, respectively. For each set of speckle pattern, total 14 speckle patterns
were captured within the applied voltage range from 0 to 520 V. The autocorrelation
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coefficients were calculated and plotted in Figure 5.2.
As shown in Figure 5.2, the decorrelation of speckle patterns captured from
various positions followed the same trail. Experimental result also shows that the
cross correlation coefficient between different sets of speckle patterns is nearly zero.
This unique property makes our speckle-based multiplexing technique different
from the others. It can be explained in this way. The existing speckle-based
multiplexing techniques realize the reference beam modulation by shifting or rotating
the diffuser, such as random mask or a bundle of multi-mode glass fiber. The
displacement is measured at where the diffuser is. Due to the presence of the light
angular divergence, the actual spatial shifting on the observation plane caused by such
a displacement varies along the light propagation direction. The autocorrelation
coefficient of speckle patterns on different plane is then a function of the distance
between the diffuser and observation plane. On the other hand, the speckle patterns
are modulated by phase shift of the guided modes in our technique. The correlation
coefficient of speckle patterns on the different observation planes is independently
modulated and only proportional to the refractive index change, regardless of the
distance between the fiber exit end and the observation plane. There is thus no
longitudinal dependency as shown in the numerical and experimental results.
The longitudinal independency of proposed multiplexing technique makes the
integration over longitudinal coordinate z a simple multiplexing operation.
Substitute equation 3.2-14 into equation 5.3-9, the diffraction efficiency is expressed
as
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⎧1 − cos[(M + 1)∆θ ]
⎪ (1 − cos ∆θ ) M 2 ,
⎪
⎪
η=⎨
⎪
1,
⎪
⎪⎩

where ∆θ =

∆θ ≠ 0;

,

5.3-10

∆ θ = 0.

2πL ⋅ ∆n
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Fig 5.3: Calculated diffraction efficiency as a function of refractive index change.

As shown in Figure 5.3, the diffraction efficiency decreases with increasing
refractive index. The function has a δ-type profile similar as correlation coefficient
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function. Side lobes can be observed with a maximum amplitude equals 0.04 and the
width equals half of that of the center lobe.

5.4 DIFFRACTION EFFICIENCY MEASUREMENT
In order to measure the diffraction efficiency, the experimental set up shown in
Figure 3.1 has been modified as illustrated in Figure 5.4.

Input Image

Fig 5.4: Experimental setup for diffraction efficiency measurement

Two optical shutters are added into the objective and reference arm. Once the
hologram writing phase is finished, both shutters are turned off for about 10 minutes
to release the thermo diffusion effect and to allow the hologram grating being
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stabilized. After that, the shutter in the reference arm is turned on and let the reference
beam illuminate the holographic material. A NPM PF-25-24P4 optical chopper is also
added into the reference arm for the purpose of eliminating the noise from the
background light by modulating the reference beam from a DC signal to a square
wave function. The optical chopper is driven by a HP 33120A function generator at
frequency 125 Hz and the function generator output voltage is 4.5 V. Behind the
LiNbO3:Fe bulk crystal, the CCD camera in the initial setup is replaced by a photo
detector. One focus lens with 3.5cm focus length is introduced between the
holographic material and the photo detector to collect diffracted light beam and focus
it onto the photo sensor. The output of the photo detector is sent to a lock-in amplifier
(STANDFORD SR830) which takes the synchronous output of the HP function
generator as a reference signal at the same time. According to the reference frequency,
the lock-in amplifier filters out the desired signal and sends it to the computer. The
measurement system employs the same Trek 610D as the external electrical field
source for the reference beam modulation. The difference is that the Trek 610D acts
only as a voltage amplifier instead of a high voltage supply this time. The actual
modulation signal is provided by the auxiliary output of the lock-in amplifier and is
amplified 1000 times by the Trek 610D. The final voltage added on the fiber is
monitored by a HEWLETT PACKARD 5460213 oscilloscope and also recorded by
the computer. To minimize the background noise, the reference beam modulation
process and the data collecting is remotely controlled by a computer. A program is
developed in this thesis work using Labview software for that purpose.
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The experimental result of relative diffraction efficiency measurement as well as
the simulated result are shown in Figure 5.5. As can be seen, the experimental result
agrees with the theoretical analysis well.
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Fig 5.5: Experimental and simulated results of relative diffraction efficiency. (fiber
length equals 3.97mm)

5.5 SYSTEM NSR ESTIMATION
According to the derivation in section 5.3, after N images are recorded inside
the media, the diffraction beam corresponding to the ith image can be expressed as
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The total diffraction field is thus the superposition of the beams diffracted by the
gratings that are formed previously during the multiple recording processes. An
increase in crosstalk can be expected as more images are recorded. The equation
given above will serve as a general model in our following analysis.
To estimate the system NSR, 1000 speckle patterns were generated numerically.
The diffraction efficiency contributed from the second to the 1000th patterns were
calculated and plotted in Figure 5.6, when the very first speckle pattern was used to
read out the recorded image. Unlike other multiplexing techniques, in those
techniques the crosstalk noise mainly comes from the image gratings near the one
being read out, the crosstalk noise in our technique does not show such an index
dependency. The noise level appears to resemble white noise, which randomly
distributes between 0 and 0.187x10-4 with an average equals 0. 935x10-5.
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Fig 5.6: The diffraction efficiency results from multiple recorded image gratings when
using one single reference pattern read out an image in a system with 1000 images
recorded.

Based on this calculation, the system NSR is calculated and shown in Figure 5.7.
According to Figure 5.7, the system noise-to-signal ratio is -20.3dB when 1000
images are recorded. This noise ratio is much lower than that of angular multiplexing
technique (-13dB) [41]. For the phase-coded multiplexing techniques, the reported
lowest average cross correlation coefficient between two encoded reference beams is
0.067 [42]. The reference beams are encoded by the pseudorandom code (PSR)
technique which has the best performance among proposed encoding techniques.
Although the NSR of the system with multiple images recorded was not calculated in
their work, by comparing the average cross correlation coefficient, the proposed
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technique (average cross correlation coefficient is 0.00305) is expected to have a
better performance. The system NSR of the proposed technique is at a similar level as
other speckle-based multiplexing techniques. According to Jin et al’s work [41], the
system NSR of a combination of speckle-based and angular techniques is -25dB when
1000 images recorded.
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Fig 5.7: System noise-to-signal ratio (NSR) estimation as the number of recorded
images increases.
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Chapter 6
System optimization

In previous chapters, the basic principle of proposed multiplexing technique,
numerical and experimental results and the discussion of cross talk noise have been
introduced. This chapter is devoted to explore several key design elements which
can further optimize the system performance.
The ideal reference modulation system consists of a bare LiNbO3 single crystal
fiber controlled by external electric field. All guided modes are fully excited inside
the fiber and each of them has equal optical power amplitude.

With the phase shift

induced by applied external electric field, the correlation coefficient of the modulated
speckle patterns can form a δ- type function and the modulated speckle patterns can
then be used to record multiple images.

In practice building up and optimizing a

stable and effective storage system involves comprehensive attention to many design
issues, such as light coupling condition, the angle between image and reference beams,
recording area size and so on. Aspects of common design issues of multiplexing and
optical communication technique have been intensively studied by many researchers.
For the proposed technique, there are many major designing issues that need to be
dealt with because of the uniqueness of this technique.
In the next two sections, the influence of total number of guided modes on the
system performance will be discussed. The slowly decreasing trend and the non-zero
value of correlation coefficient due to the presence of TM mode is studied, and an
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approach to improve the performance by using a spatial filter is proposed and tested in
section 3. In the last section, a method to increase system modulation capacity, by
taking advantage of inhomogeneity of ferroelectric crystal fibers, as well as
experimental results are presented.

6.1 INFLUENCE OF TOTAL GUIDED MODE NUMBER
There are two reasons making a fiber carrying fewer guided modes desirable.
The first reason is that, keeping the number of guided modes as small as possible
implies the reduction of the fiber diameter, which is an efficient way to minimize the
applied voltage.

The applied voltage which can cause sufficient refractive index

change and form an uncorrelated speckle pattern is calculated as

V ≈ (− 4 )

λ0 a
n 3 Lr

,

(6.1-2)

where V is the applied voltage, a is the radius of the fiber, r and n are the E-O
coefficient and the refractive index of the material, L is the length of the fiber and λ0
is the light wavelength.

According to the equation 6.1-2, the required applied

voltage is determined by the length and the diameter of the fiber for a fiber made of
given material and is directly proportional to the fiber diameter. It is well known
that for a fiber made of given materials, the total number of the guided modes is
directly determined by the geometric dimension of the fiber cross section.
Another approach to minimize the applied voltage is using a longer fiber.

As
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illuminated in Figure 4.3, the required applied voltage to generate an uncorrelated
speckle pattern decreases with the fiber length increasing.

But this approach

becomes ineffective when the fiber length reaches a certain value. It can be seen in
Figure 4.3, when fiber is longer than 5cm the decreasing trend of the voltage slows
down. In addition, too long a fiber is not suitable for achieve compact configuration.
The second reason making us want to keep the number of guided modes as small
as possible is related to the system performance when the guided modes are not fully
excited, which is inevitable in a real system. The study of this case is presented in
the following sections.

6.1.1 PARTIAL EXCITATION OF HIGHER MODES
Before the theoretical analysis of system modulation was introduced in chapter 3,
several assumptions were made.

One of them is that all guided modes are fully

excited each carries equal light intensity. Although this assumption is helpful to
simplify the theoretical analysis, such conditions are difficult to be satisfied in
practice. Due to the light coupling condition and the nature of wave guide, either
partial excitation of higher modes or non equal modal power distribution, or both of
them usually exists in the real experiments. The influence of partially excitation of
higher modes on system performance is discussed in this section and one of non equal
modal power distribution will be discussed in section 6.1.2.
Partial excitation of higher modes is mainly caused by under-fill coupling
condition which is illustrated in Figure 6.1. Figure 6.1.a shows the situation that the
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maximum incident angle of the light after being focused by a lens is smaller than the
one satisfies the total reflection condition inside the fiber, which is indicated by dash
lines in the figure, because of the hardware weakness. For example, the focus length
of lens is not short enough or the lens open area is relatively small.

Fig 6.1: Under-fill coupling conditions. (a) Insufficient incident angle (b) System
misalignment.

Figure 6.1.b shows that the focus lens is able to form an incident angle bigger than the
one indicated by dash lines but is not aligned well. The misalignment leads to upper
part of total reflection incident angle range uncovered and the lower one is over
covered.

Either of those two light coupling conditions will leave part of total

reflection incident angle range unfilled, is so called under-fill coupling condition.
As is well known, the greater light incident angles correspond to the higher guided
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modes. Such an under-fill coupling condition will result in the higher guided modes
not being excited or say, part of higher guided modes do not carry any energy even
though they are theoretically supported by the wave guide.
To demonstrate the influence of under-fill condition on the system performance,
simulation studies were carried out.

The first simulation examines how partial

excitation of higher modes affects the system performance.

Fig 6.2: The influence of the partial excitation of the guided modes on the system
performance.

In the simulation, several sets of 100 by 100 pixels speckle patterns and the
correlation coefficients were calculated. All of those are assumed to be formed by
the same crystal fiber, except the percentage of successfully excited modes is different.
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Here, we assume that the total number of guided modes supported by this fiber is 800.
The correlation coefficients of speckle patterns formed by 97%, 94% and 90% of total
guided modes successfully excited are shown in Figure 6.2.

The correlation

coefficient of speckle patterns with 100% guided modes excited was also calculated
and is shown in the figure as a reference.

Fig 6.3: The influence of the number of the guided modes on the system performance
when a partial excitation of modes exists.

It can be seen in Figure 6.2 that compared to that with 100% guided modes
excited, the decreasing trend of the correlation coefficient becomes slower and the
minimum value of the correlation coefficient becomes larger with the percentage of
successfully excited modes decreasing.
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Based on the simulation result, additional simulation examining how the number
of the guided modes will impact the system performance has also been conducted.
In this simulation, 90 percent of total number of guided modes was assumed to
have been successfully excited. The correlation coefficients corresponding to the
total number of guided modes 800, 1000 and 1500 were calculated. The correlation
coefficient of speckle patterns with 100% guided modes excited was also included as
a reference. The result is shown in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3 shows clearly that, with the presence of partial excitation of higher
modes, the larger number of guided modes leads to the worsened system performance.

6.1.2 NON EQUAL MODAL POWER DISTRIBUTION
Besides the partial excitation of higher modes, the modal power distribution
(MPD) is another mode structure related issue that impacts the system
performance. Equal modal power distribution is the most common assumption
in many theoretical studies. While those theoretical calculations are simplified, so
is ours. By assuming that the total energy is carried by each guided mode evenly,
a real equal modal power distribution has never been seen in the experiment,
especially when the fiber is short. In the last thirty years, many researches have
been conducted to find out mode structure and modal power distribution in a
multimode fiber, but the actual energy distribution is still unknown. Among
those studies, Bennett, et al., [43] proposed a relatively simple form to describe
the modal power distribution. Their study indicates that the most likely
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distribution of power among the modes is one that decreases exponentially with
mode within a highly multimode fiber. In their conclusion, the optical power
carried by a particular guided mode is expressed as

n
Pn = P1 exp( − ) ,
d

(6.1-3)

where Pn is the power carried by nth mode, P1 is the power carried by the
fundamental mode, n is the mode number and d is so called decay parameter. The
decay factor d usually fells in the range of several hundreds. By adding the decay
parameter into equation 3.2-3 and 3.2-8, the original and disturbed speckle patterns
can be expressed as
M

A( x, y ) = A0 ∑ exp( −
j =0

m

⎡ 2πl ⎛
⎤
j
n − n2 ⎞
) exp ⎢ − i
⎜ n1 − j 1
⎟ + φ j ( x, y )⎥ ,(5.1-4)
M ⎠
d
⎣ λ0 ⎝
⎦

A' ( x, y ) = A0 ∑ exp( −
K =0

K
) exp( −iθ K ) exp[ −i∆θ ( M − k )] ,
d

(6.1-5)

Based on those new equations, the correlation coefficient of speckle patterns
formed by 800, 1000, 1500 and 2000 guided modes with a fixed d of 1600 was
recalculated. The results are shown in Figure 6.4. As can be seen, the decreasing
trend of the curve slows down similarly as in the case of partial excitation with the
increasing number of guided modes. The only difference need to be noticed here is
that, an obvious shifting of the position of minimum correlation coefficient can be
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observed. This means that to generate a mostly uncorrelated speckle pattern upon
increasing number of modes, a higher applied electric field is required.

Fig 6.4: The influence of the number of guided modes on system performance with a
non-equal optical power distribution.

Since both fully mode excitation and equal modal power distribution are highly
desired in most optical communication applications, a number of techniques have
been developed to excite more modes and scramble the optical power among the
guided modes.

Compared to non equal modal power distribution, partial mode

excitation is easier to be overcome. The range of total reflection incident angle can
be completely covered by carefully choosing a proper focus lens, aligning the
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configuration or employ an over-fill coupling condition. The last one is realized by
putting the incident end of fiber behind the focus point of lens instead of at the focus
point.

Fig 6.5: Possible approaches may overcome partial mode excitation or non equal
modal power distribution. (a) over-fill coupling, (b) fiber scrambler.

For the non equal modal power distribution, the situation is more complicated.
Although many approaches have been proposed such as wrapping the fiber around a
thin mandrel (often a 1/2" rod commonly found in optics labs), inducing a series of
random micro-bends by laying the fiber amongst lead shot, or employing a
commercially available device to force the fiber into a controlled bend, unfortunately,
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those approaches will not benefit our situation. Let’s consider the fiber scrambler
technique as an example. This approach induces micro-bends to the optical fiber by
using many small brass pins. This micro-bend structure can be easily induced into
the crystal fiber by periodically changing feed rate or rod pulling speed during the
crystal growth in LHPG technique. As shown in figure 5.5, at induced micro-bends
the higher mode goes into the cladding layer due to its high sensitivity to the
boundary condition variation. Obviously, the essential of this technique is to achieve
a more even modal power distribution among the rest of propagation modes by
removing the higher modes carrying less optical power. It is easily understood from
previous discussions that, this will only lead us from one unwanted situation to
another. Hence the best way to minimize the negative influence of partial mode
excitation and non equal modal power distribution is keeping the number of guided
modes as small as possible.

6.2 DETERMINATION OF MINIMUM TOTAL GUIDED MODE NUMBER
In the previous section, the simulation study of how partial excitation of higher
modes and non equal mode power distribution will affect system performance has
been presented. As indicated by the simulation results, those influences can be
minimized by keeping the number of guided modes as small as possible. But how to
determine this value was left unanswered. Obviously, the total number of guided
modes can not be too small. It is easy to see that a single mode fiber will not be able
to generate a speckle pattern. Even with regular multi-mode glass fiber, the resultant
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speckle pattern is not complex enough for a reference beam. That is why in other
speckle based multiplexing techniques using commercially available multi-mode
fibers always need to employ a bundle structure to form suitable reference speckle
patterns. In other words, the number of guided modes is one that guarantees the
speckle pattern complexity. In this section, a numerical study which is helpful to
determine a suitable number of guided modes for our new technique will be
presented.
In the first assumption made in chapter 3 we assume that the total number of
guided modes is sufficiently large. This assumption allows us to treat the reference
speckle pattern modulation as a stochastic process and employ statistical theory in our
theoretical analysis. The calculated correlation coefficient of speckle patterns based
on this theoretical analysis is thus a statistical prediction of modulation process. As
is well known, statistical prediction is valid, or say, close to an individual realization
of a stochastic process only if the sample space is infinitely or sufficiently large. If
the sample space, in our case it is the number of guided modes, is not large enough, an
individual realization or the correlation coefficient of two adjacent speckle patterns
may deviate from the predicted value, even though the trend still agrees with the one
given by the theoretical analysis. This deviation will give raise to an inconsistant
quality of each recorded image, as well as a higher crosstalk noise level.
To determine a proper number of guided modes, the behavior of system with 50
to 1000 guided modes was examined. For each particular number, 1000 pairs of
adjacent speckle patterns were generated and the minimum correlation coefficient of
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each pair was calculated. The mean value and the standard deviation of those 1000
correlation coefficients were calculated and compared in Figure 6.6.

Fig 6.6: The mean and standard deviation of the minimum correlation coefficient for
the systems with various numbers of guided modes.
According to the simulation results, both average value, which is a determinative
parameter of the over all crosstalk noise level, and the standard deviation, an indicator
of system stability, and correlation coefficients decrease with the number of guided
modes increasing. Both of them achieve a stable and minimum value when the
number of guided modes is larger than 800. Based on this simulation and discussion
introduced in the previous section, we thus can reach the conclusion that, 800 is a
proper number of guided modes for a stable system with the best performance.
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6.3 INFLUENCE OF TM MODE ON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
In order to take advantage of the longitudinal E-O coefficient of LiNbO3, r33, the
light polarization direction is aligned along the c-axis of crystal fiber in our
experimental configuration. The measured correlation coefficient of speckle patterns
under this configuration has been presented in chapter 4. In chapter 4, to examine
the theoretical analysis, the correlation coefficient of speckle patterns formed by the
light with polarization along a-axis has also been calculated and experimentally
measured. Based on the theoretical calculation, the correlation coefficient of speckle
patterns is proportional to the relative phase shift, ∆θ, which is in turn proportional to
the refractive index variation ∆n caused by applied electric field. Because of the
material orientation dependence of ∆n, the light with a-axis and c-axis polarization
direction will face different refractive index changes even though an identical electric
field was applied. The refractive index variation for the a-axis and c-axis polarized
light under a given applied electric field along the c-axis are defined as
1
∆no = − no3r13E3 ,
2
1 3
∆ne = − ne r33 E3 ,
2

(6.3-1)
(6.3-2)

According to equations 6.3-1 and 6.3-2, the refractive index changing
experienced by the a-axis polarized light is smaller than that by the c-axis polarized
light by a ratio of ∆no/∆ne≈r13/r33, due to the fact that r33 is about three times as large
as |r13| in, e.g. LiNbO3 crystals.
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Fig 6.7: The decorrelations of speckle patterns formed by c-axis and a-axis polarized
lights. Under the influence of TM modes, the correlation coefficient of speckle
patterns formed by c-axis polarized lights has a slower decreasing trend and larger
minimum value compared to the one by a-axis polarized light. Horizontal scales are
chosen relative to the amount of induced index changes.

One important fact needed to be pointed out here is that equation 6.3-1 and 6.3-2
are applicable for normal incidence under plane wave approximation.

But this

condition is not satisfied in our experimental setup. As stated before, in order to
couple as much as possible light power into the fiber and excite all possible guided
modes, the light beam is tightly focused by an objective lens with a very short focus
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length. By doing that, the light incident angles will cover a range larger than [ϕ, -ϕ].
Here, ϕ indicates the maximum incident angle that results in a total reflection inside
the fiber. Because of the existence of those non normal incident lights, there is an
expected difference between the correlation coefficient curves of the c-axis and the
a-axis polarized configurations, which can be observed if we put them in a single
figure shown in Figure 6.7. In the figure, the x-axis of the a-axis polarized curve is
shrunk by a ratio of ∆no/∆ne≈0.4.
As shown in Figure 6.7, the curve of the c-axis polarized configuration has a
slower decreasing trend and a larger minimum correlation coefficient compared to the
one of the a-axis polarized configuration. To understand how non normal incident
light causes this result, we need to take a close look at the propagation of those light
beams inside the fiber, which can be described by the concept of TE and TM mode.

(a) The TE wave in the wave guide.

(b) The TM wave in the wave guide.
Fig 6.8: TE and TM waves in the wave guide.
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For a given propagation plane, y-z plane, the TE (transverse electric) is the modes
with a polarization along x-axis, so that the E-polarization of TE modes do not change
with the incident angle.

The TM (transverse magnetic) modes can have

E-polarizations parallel to the y-z plane. In this case, if the light incident angle does
not equal to 90°, the electric field is no longer purely transverse. It has a component
along z-axis. The definition of TE and TM modes is illustrated in the Figure 6.8.

(a) TE waves with E-polarization along a-axis in the c-b plane.

(b) TM waves with E-polarization along a-axis in the a-b plane.

Fig 6.9: The guided waves with E-polarizations along a-axis, accompanied by
axial component Eb for TM waves.

In our case, the situation becomes more complicated if the inhomogeneity of the
material is taken into account. As illustrated in Figure 6.9, for the a-axis polarized
light, TE modes only exist in the c-b plane. In the a-b plane, the waves with an
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E-polarization along a-axis become TM modes and have a component along b-axis.
But this will not affect the wave propagation property because a-axis and b-axis have
identical parameters. The situation changes for the TM modes with E-polarization
along c-axis. As shown in figure 6.10-b, the E-polarization of those waves can be
broken into two parts along the c-axis and the a-axis. The propagation property of
these two parts is different, so is the refractive index variation when an external
electric field is applied.

(a) TE waves with E-polarization along c-axis in the a-b plane.

(b) TM waves with E-polarization along c-axis in the c-b plane.

Fig 6.10: The guided waves with E-polarizations along c-axis, accompanied by
axial component Eb for TM waves.
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The equation of the index ellipsoid in the presence of an electric field and
linear electrooptic effect can be expressed as.

⎛ 1 ⎞ 2 ⎛ 1 ⎞ 2 ⎛ 1 ⎞ 2
⎛ 1 ⎞
⎛ 1 ⎞
⎛ 1 ⎞
⎜ 2 ⎟ x + ⎜ 2 ⎟ y + ⎜ 2 ⎟ z + 2⎜ 2 ⎟ yz + 2⎜ 2 ⎟ xz + 2⎜ 2 ⎟ xy = 1 , (6.3-3)
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(6.3-4)

E3

For the LiNbO3 which has 3m structure with a presence of electric field along c-axis,
E3, the equation 6.3-3 can be rewritten as

x2
y2 z2
+
+
= 1,
n'o n'o n' e

(6.3-5)

where n' o = no + ∆no and n' e = ne + ∆ne . ∆no and ∆ne can be calculated by using
equations 6.3-1 and 6.3-2. According to the equation 6.3-5, the material orientation
will remain the same and the indices change of the ordinary and extraordinary rays is
proportional to the applied electric field and E-O coefficients r13, r33 respectively.
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The refractive index faced by the light with E-polarization along c-axis before and
after the external electric field was applied is then can be illustrated by the Figure
6.11.

Before

After

Fig 6.11: The initial and applied electric field distorted refractive index ellipsoid
of LiNbO3.

As shown in Figure 6.11, the refractive indices of the a-axis polarized and the
c-axis polarized for a light beam propagating along s direction are determined by the
vector ro and r, respectively. When an external electric field along c-axis is applied,
the refractive indices ellipsoid is shrunk along the a-axis and b-axis by ∆no/c, and
elongated along the c-axis by ∆ne/c. In this case, the change of refractive index for
the e-ray is a value between ∆no and ∆ne, and decreases with the angle θ decreasing,
which is formed by the propagation vector s and the c-axis. On the opposite side, the
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refractive index change for the light with E-polarization along a-axis is always equal
to ∆no, regardless of the propagation direction. The non uniform ∆n for the c-axis
polarized beam leads to a smaller phase shift in the higher guided modes and then
causes a slower decreasing in the correlation coefficient.
There are two possible approaches that can be used to minimize the influence of
TM waves.

The first one is using a spatial filter to remove the light beams with large

incident angles in the c-b plane.

The experimental setup and results are shown in

Figure 6.13.

Fig 6.12: Modified coupling condition with a spatial filter present.
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Fig 6.13: The decorrelation of speckle patterns under the configuration with a
spatial filter. Compared to the one without filter, the decorrelation is obviously
enhanced and the minimum correlation coefficient is reduced.

From Figure 6.13 we can see that, by adding a filter at the exit end of the
objective lens, the light with larger incident angle ϕ is blocked. As a result, inside
the fiber, the light with smaller total reflection incident angle θ, which experiences
less phase shift in the presence of an external electric field, is removed.
performance is thus improved.

The system

As illustrated in figure 6.12-b, the decreasing trend
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of the correlation coefficient curve with a spatial filter added is sharper and the
minimum value is smaller compared to the one without a filter.
Another possible approach to make light with small total reflection and incident
angle θ disappear is utilizing a core-cladding waveguide structure. Currently, we are
using bare crystal fibers in the experiments.

The large difference between the

refractive indices of crystal, around 2.3, and cladding, air n=1, allow the total
reflections inside the fiber still occur even when θ is small.

By forming a cladding

layer around the fiber with proper material, the refractive index outside the fiber core
can be increased to a value closer to the one of the core. This will force the light
with small θ to become leakage modes and no longer stay inside the core.

A

calculation is plotted in Figure 6.14 to show the relation between θ and cladding
refractive index.
According to the calculation, the θ is enlarged from 26° to 61° when the
refractive index of the cladding increases from 1 to 2. As a result, the percentage of
light E-field component along a-axis is reduced from 89% to 49%. The system
performance thus can be improved due to the reduction of slower variation part. The
experimental study of this approach is planed in the future work.
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Fig 6.14: Maximum total reflection incident angle vs. cladding layer refractive index.
The maximum total reflection incident angle increases with the refractive index of
cladding layer increasing, which leads to a weak waveguide structure.

6.4 PERPENDICULAR POLARIZATION MULTIPLEXING
One unique property of the proposed multiplexing technique is its polarization
sensitivity. Because of the inhomogeneity of the modulation material, the light with
polarization directions along c-axis and a-axis will be subjected to totally different
waveguide structures when they are coupled into the same crystal fiber. As a
consequence, the resultant mode structures inside the fiber are completely different
and the formed speckle patterns in the far field are highly uncorrelated. This unique
property provides us a potential approach to multiply the system modulation capacity.
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In this section, the preliminary experimental results of this technique will be
presented.
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Fig 6.15: Correlation coefficient between speckle patterns which are formed by lights
with different polarization directions and reaches the minimum value when
polarization changes from 0 (c-axis polarized) to 90 (a-axis polarized) degree.

In our previous work, the decorrelations of speckle patterns formed by both c-axis
and a-axis polarized incident lights have been studied to examine the influence of TM
modes on the system performance. Due to the reason stated earlier, the speckle
patterns formed by lights with polarization perpendicular to each other are also
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uncorrelated even when there is no further modulation applied. This decorrelation
process caused by light polarization change has been recorded and illustrated in
Figure 6.15.
One can see that, with light polarization changing by gradually rotating the
polarizer on the reference arm, the correlation coefficient between resultant speckle
pattern and the initial one decreases. When the light polarization direction changes
from 0 to 90 degrees, which corresponds to c-axis and a-axis polarization respectively,
the correlation coefficient reaches a near zero value, 0.08. The same decorrelation
process has been repeated and observed with external electric field applied. This
experimental study shows that not only the speckle patterns formed by perpendicular
polarized light are uncorrelated, but also they can be individually modulated. As a
result, two independent set of uncorrelated speckle patterns can be achieved by
controlling the light polarization direction under the same configuration.
Multiple image writing and reading have been examined using this new
modulation technique. The experimental results are shown in Figure 6.16. As

shown

in Figure 6.16, the reconstructed images have the same quality as using only c-axis
polarized configuration. In addition, no visible crosstalk noise is observed between
reconstructed images of “W” and “S”, that were recorded under identical electric
field. It is quit clear that, the system modulation capacity can be significantly
increased by adopting this new technique. Even for LiNbO3 crystal fiber, whose r31 is
only one third of r33, a 30% enhancement can be achieved. Larger increase is expected
by using more advanced material.
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Original Images

Light polarized along c-axis

Light polarized along a-axis

Reconstructed Images
Fig 6.16: Original and reconstructed images using perpendicular polarization
multiplexing technique.
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Chapter 7
Summary and future research plan

The feasibility and performance of the proposed electro-optic modulated
random phase holographic multiplexing technique have been confirmed and
systematically studied in the current thesis work. The analysis presented suggests
that this technique can potentially record as many as a few thousands of images,
outperforming most of the competing techniques.

This new recording scheme has a

few key ingredients, such as modal interference inside multimode fibers and EO
modulation of the photorefractive crystals.

Some of them have been studied in detail

within the context of the given multiplexed recording application.

Tailoring them

into an elaborated system model to facilitate future development constitutes the first
objective of our future research. On the implementation level, new fiber materials,
novel system configurations, and optimized system designs will be investigated for
larger storage capacity.

High operation speed and improved system compactness

and ruggedness will potentially be pursued as well, but are considered secondary in
the current work.

Our plan for the future research is outlines as follows.

7.1 IMPROVEMENT OF LIGHT COUPLING CONDITION
As stated earlier, the light coupling condition plays a key role in proposed
technique. The light is coupled into the crystal fiber through an objective lens in the
current experimental configuration. By carefully choosing and aligning the objective
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lens, such a configuration has delivered acceptable performance as shown in
experimental results presented. A degrading of coupling condition has been observed
in dual-fiber configuration when we try to simultaneously couple the light into two
fibers using one single objective lens. As a consequence, the external electric field
required to record a new crosstalk-free image is 10% higher than that under the single
fiber configuration. The situation may get worse when more fibers are added to the
system.
The problem can be solved by adopting a conjoint glass fiber : crystal fiber
coupling configuration. The light coupling is implemented by connecting a
commercially available glass fiber directly to the crystal fiber input end. This
configuration has several advantages. The first one is that, by assigning each crystal
fiber an individual glass fiber, crystal fibers in an array structure may have near
identical coupling condition. Sequentially, noise resulted from unequal light coupling
can be minimized. The second advantage of this configuration is that, the system
become more compact after the bulky objective lens being removed. Further more, the
glass fiber may serve as a light source stabilizer if it is sufficiently long. Light field
distribution will be stabilized after light propagates through the glass fiber. A slight
variation of coupling condition at glass fiber input end will not affect the system
performance significantly. The drawback of this configuration is its large power loss
at interface between glass fibers and crystal fibers. This is mainly caused by the
considerable difference between the fiber sizes and the sharp contrast of material
refractive indices. Usually, the core of multi-mode glass fiber is in the range of 50 to
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80um in diameter and less than 20um for single mode fiber. The material refractive
index is about 1.45. On the other hand, the diameter of the crystal fiber being used in
our experiment is 350um and the refractive indices for both e-beam and o-beam with
532nm wavelength are larger than 2.2.

Glass Fiber

Glass Fiber

Crystal Fiber

Cladding layer
Crystal Fiber

(a)

(b)

Fig 7.1: (a) direct glass-crystal fiber connection and (b) connection with a tapered
segment.

To improve the energy coupling efficiency, a glass-to-crystal connection with a
tapered segment between glass and crystal fibers as shown in Figure 7.1 b has been
designed and successfully fabricated in our lab. [44]
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Fig 7.2: Schematic drawing and real picture of LN crystal fiber encapsulation by
optical image furnace (OIF) system
To fabricate a glass-crystal fiber connection, the LiNbO3 fiber is encapsulated by
a potassium soda lead silicate glass (KNPS) tube first. The LiNbO3 crystal fiber is
etched and annealed in advance to avoid possible cracks during the encapsulation by
removing the surface and inner strain induced during the growth of crystal fiber. The
glass tube and crystal fiber are then placed into an optical image furnace system (OIF)
and heated at 630°C which is the softening temperature of KNPS glass tube. Once the
glass tube is softened, the inner surface of the glass tube may make a good contact
with LiNbO3 fiber. By gradually feeding into and pulling out of hot zone, an
encapsulated crystal fiber is fabricated. After the encapsulation, a glass fiber is added
into the OIF system and heated up with the bottom end of glass tube to make the
glass-crystal connection. The softened glass tube end will be extended by the gravity
and forms a tapered segment.
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c-axis

a-axis

a-axis

b-axis

Crystal
Glass

(core)

(clad)

Fig 7.3: Side view and cross section of a LiNbO3 fiber encapsulated with KNPS glass.

The simulation study shows that, fundamental mode energy coupling through
crystal-glass interface is expected to be higher than 97%.

Fig 7.4: Mode structure and 2-D beam propagation result of simulation study

The energy loss is mainly caused by the reflections originated at glass-crystal
interfaces whose reflectivity can be estimated by equation 7.1-1

R=

(n2 − n1 )2 ,
(n2 + n1 )2

7.1-1
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where n2 and n1 are refractive indices of crystal and glass fiber material, respectively.
For the direct glass-crystal connection R may reach as high as 4.7% (-13.7dB) if n1
equals 1.47. For the connection with tapered segment if we choose the glass tube
material with refractive index n≈1.85 using index-matching technique, the R can be
reduced to less than 2.4%. A further reduction of reflection can be achieved by cutting
or curving the connection ends at an angle so that the reflected light deviates from the
fiber axis. The quantitative measurement of energy coupling efficiency of this
structure is planed in the future work.

7.2 CORE-CLADDING FIBER STRUCTURE
Currently, an as grown LiNbO3 fiber without cladding layer is used as modulation
unit in the experimental set up. The bare fiber forms a highly moded waveguide
because of the high contrast of refractive index between the fiber core and
surrounding air. Such a configuration raises several challenges to the system
implementation as discussed in chapter 6. A core-cladding fiber structure is
necessitated by the fact that such structure can minimize the system performance
caused by the influence of TM modes. In the mean time, the core-cladding waveguide
structure can significantly decrease the total number of possible guided modes. The
decreasing of guided mode number makes the excitation of higher order modes much
easier and leads to a more equal modal power distribution compared with the current
configuration.
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Several techniques are available for forming cladding-core structure. Two of them
have been studied in our lab. One of them, crystal fiber encapsulation has been
described in the previous section. The advantage of this technique is that, the glass
tube can serve as a protector to the crystal fiber and make the sample more solid. Also,
the tapered segment formed by the end of glass tube and a glass fiber can improve the
energy coupling efficiency. The shortcoming is that, due to the thermal property
difference between the crystal and glass material, cracks easily occur during the
encapsulation.
An alternative technique is LiNbO3 fiber in-diffusion with MgO which also has
been preliminarily studied in our lab [45]. This technique generates the cladding layer
with lower refractive index by penetrating MgO into the crystal fiber through a post
growth annealing process. The LiNbO3 fiber coated with MgO solution was annealed
at 1050°C in a Li2O-rich atmosphere. The purpose of Li2O is to prevent excessive Li
out diffusion from LiNbO3 crystal fiber surface layer. Once MgO penetrates into the
LiNbO3, the material refractive index will be lowered and thus a cladding-core
structure can be formed. Since the density of MgO is expected to decrease with the
penetration depth increasing, this technique will generate a graded-index waveguide
instead of step-index waveguide. The penetration depth of MgO is affected by several
parameters such as diffusion temperature, diffusion time, crystal orientation and MgO
cladding thickness. The previous is mainly focused on the diffusion time dependency
and the preliminary result is summarized in table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: MgO diffusion depth vs. diffusion time
Diffusion Temperature
(°C)
1050
1050
1050
1050

Diffusion Time
(hrs)
32
40
48
54

MgO Diffusion Depth
(µm)
< 20
~ 20
~ 43 – 57b
~40

Using this technique, the effective core size of LiNbO3 fiber is significantly
reduced. Currently, the thinnest fiber grown in our lab is 105µm in diameter.
According to table 7.1, after a 54 hours annealing the core size can be reduced to
35µm which is close to the single mode fiber core size. Meanwhile, the MgO doping
may increase the material optical damage threshold. This makes LiNbO3 fiber a good
candidate for the high power fiber laser applications. The drawback of this method is
that, it is impossible to insert electrodes between cladding layer and fiber core. The
external electric field is thus modulating both of them simultaneously. Theoretically,
such a modulation can also generate uncorrelated speckle patterns. The analysis of
this new modulation mechanism has not been accomplished in this work. The
determination of distribution profile of doped MgO and its effects on the material
optical property is also planed in our future work.

7.3 FIBER ARRAY BASED ON LiNbO3 WAFER
One of the advantages of the proposed multiplexing technique is its compactness.
This advantage makes a fiber array structure possible. By bonding multiple crystal
fibers together, a multiple multiplexing system can be realized. Such a structure can
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extensively enlarge the system capability and is capable of performing some basic
image processing such as image adding. Dual-fiber configuration as a simple
demonstration of fiber array structure has been presented in chapter 3. To form a real
fiber array, one can simply add more fibers into the system. But this approach is not
effective and brings a challenge to the fabrication. In this section, we propose an
alternative approach which forms the fiber array structure based on ferroelectric
LiNbO3 wafer.
The LiNbO3 crystal has a distinctive property i.e., its spontaneous
ferroelectric-polarization direction can be only along two directions which are
antiparallel to each other. If we deposit stripe pattern electrodes on a z-cut LiNbO3
wafer, with the application of an electric field higher than Ec field, a binarily reversed
domain structure can be fabricated as shown in Figure 7.5.
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Fig 7.5: Schematic drawing and the index profile of fiber array formed on a c-cut
ferroelectric LiNbO3 wafer. Separated electrodes are deposited on each individual
domain area.

When an electric field along c-axis is applied, the decreasing of refractive indices
ne and no in zero degree domain area are given by equations 5.3-1 and 5.3-2. On the
other hand, the refractive indices will be increased by the same amount due to the fact
that the electric field is antiparallel to the spontaneous ferroelectric-polarization
direction. This is equivalent to changing the sign of electric field in equations 5.3-1
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and 5.3-2 from positive to negative. The refractive indices deference between 0° and
180° area becomes 2∆ne or 2∆no, depending on the light polarization direction. A
waveguide is thus formed in 180° area where the refractive indices are larger. Once
the waveguide structure formed, the modulation can be performed by changing the
strength of the electric field applied on the 180° area. The advantage of this technique
is that the so formed waveguide already has a cladding-core structure. Another
advantage is that the modulation can be accomplished by changing either core or
cladding refractive index since both of them are made of tunable ferroelectric material.
Theoretically, the speckle patterns generated from the core modulation and cladding
modulation are uncorrelated to each other. Obviously, the system capacity is thus
doubled.
Such a fiber array structure also provides an alternative way to implement the
modulation. If we simultaneously change the strength of electric fields on both areas
by the same value, a series of waveguides with equal refractive indices shifting in
both core and cladding parts can be generated, while the refractive indices contrast
between two parts remains the same. This situation is quite similar to that described in
the previous section. Because of the extreme sensitivity of the waveguide to the
boundary condition, this modulation mechanism is also expected to be capable of
generating uncorrelated speckle patterns. In the mean time, if the refractive index
difference is sufficiently large, this modulation mechanism can be combined with the
proposed one for further system capacity enhancement. One important fact is worth
noting that, roles of core and cladding in this configuration can exchange by simply
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changing the electric field polarity. By doing so, two instead of one fiber arrays are
formed using one single wafer. This fact will increase the overall system capacity by a
factor of two. Due to the advantages of the above technique, it is considered to be the
primary goal of the future work.

7.4 SUMMARY
An advanced speckle-based holographic storage multiplexing technique with a
solid-state architecture is proposed in this thesis work. The waveguide-based
modulation mechanism is theoretically studied and validated by the experimental
results. Using this technique multiple images have been successfully recorded and
read out. As a demonstration of fiber array structure, a dual-fiber system, which is
capable of image adding, has also been configured in our lab. The analysis of the
relation between cross correlation coefficient and diffraction efficiency was carried
out and confirmed by the experimental results. Based on this analysis, one important
system performance issue, crosstalk noise-to-signal ratio is estimated. The calculation
shows that, the proposed technique has the lowest crosstalk noise level over most of
the existing techniques. Some key system performance elements, such as partial
higher order modes excitation, non-equal modal power distribution, TM modes and
the total number of guided modes have been analyzed. Possible methods to improve
the system performance are proposed and examined. One technique, polarization
multiplexing, is proposed and demonstrated. This new technique offers a 30%
enhancement of system capacity under current experimental configuration. In this
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chapter, some future works that allow further system improvement are presented.
Relevant research efforts previously accomplished in our lab are also presented.
Finally, an integrated fiber array structure was designed and considered the primary
goal of the future work.
The significance of the proposed technique is that it allows the system to be
operated at GHz range. This makes the proposed technique suitable for those
applications which require high read out speed, such as pattern recognizer. Mean
while, the compactness of the solid architecture provides a sound basis for the future
system integration.
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